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SANTA FE, N. M., SATURDAY. AUGUST 5. 1905.

VOL. 42.

PORTSMOUTH
NOW READY

SHOW

A

DECREASE.

Net Earnings of the Santa Fe Railway
System Are Less for This Than
the Last Fiscal Year.

SAN DOMINGO

OFFICIALS
NOT ALARMED

CORN DANCE

DEMAND

NO. 143.

FOR BOOKLET INCREASING

W. B. Walton Wants Many Copies of

"Ho, To the Land of Sunshine,"
for Distribution.

A TOTAL OF

93DEATHS

The demand for the recent publication by the Bureau of Immigration, the
buletin,"Ho, to the Land of Sunshine," Has Resulted in New Orleans to
containing information concerning the
Noon Today From Yellow
Tnited Stares land laws in force in
New Mexico and of the public lands
Fever
in the Territory, is still in great and
increasing demand. The first edition

St. Louis, Aug.

5. The Santa
Fe
has just issued its statement of earn
For the Coming of the Russian ings for June. It likewise covered the Denver & Rio Grande is Rapidly This Years's Religious Festiva
result of operations for the fiscal year
at the Pueblo Highly
and Japanese Peace
Filling the Places of the
ending June 30. The statement can
Strikers
Interesting
hardly be regarded as a satisfactory
one, insomuch as net earnings for the
year show a decrease as compared
PROGRAM IS ARRANGED with those of the previous one of $3,- WITH COMPETENT MEN
CEREMONIES of 5,000 copies is about exhausted. So GOVERNMENT CONTROL
far, these bulletins have been distribOft(),714. Gross earnings for the twelve
uted in large numbers, as follows:
months increased by $204,537, but the
Fir Their Reception on Monday Many increase in operating expenses wiped And the Management of the Road Ttte Event a Prayer for Propitious Wea
Colonization Department of the San- President Roosevelt Acts on Governor
Fe Railway, 1,000 copies.
ta
Will
Not
in
That
out
It
Treat
New
to
States
Blanchard's Request and Marine
the
the
this
left
the
net
and
short
Visiters Attracteo
ther and uargeCrops Courtesy
Denof
the
Department
Passenger
amount stated. The increase in oper
With
Good
the Brotherhoed.
and
Hampshire City.
Hospital Service in Charge.
Feeling Prevail.
ver and Rio Grande Railroad, 500
ating expenses was $3,295,351. It was
copies.
caused very largely by the disastrous
The party that went from Santa Fe
Denver, Colo., Aug. 5. Both sides
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 5. This floods to which the road was subjected
Passenger Department of Chicago,
sleepy old seaport town shows signs both this year and last. Part of last to the controversy between the Broth on Thursday evening to witness the Rock Island and Pacific Railroad, 250
of unwonted animation in anticipation year s flood expenses were carried erhood of Maintenance of Way Em
New Orleans, La., Aug. 5.
Santo Domingo "Corn Dance," re copies.
of the arrival of the Russian and over to this
Union
New
of
Southern
and
cases of yellow fever to
Denver
the
and
Rio
ployes'
Department
Passenger
to
make
and
helped
year
turned at midnight last night, tired
and
Japanese peace commissioners
noon, seven; total cases to X
showing poorer than it would Grande Railroad, which resulted in a dusty and sleepy, but enthusiastic in Pacific at San Francisco, 250 copies.
the opening of their conference next otherwise have been. Last
United States Land Office, Santa Fe,
date, 482; deaths to noon, four;
years strike being declared three days ago,
Monday. Hotels and boarding houses floods, which made such heavy addi continue to claim the advantage in ex- praise of the brilliant display made by 500 copies, and in lots of smaller num
total deaths, 93.
the
in
Indians
this
one
in
of
most
the
are filling with visitors, some of tions to the cost of
bers by the hundred and by the fifty
rperations, by do isting conditions and profess to be en- teresting ot their
fiestas and as well
them attracted by mere idle curiosity
as in letters from the bureau
immense damag' to the crops in couraged at the outlook. The Rio tribal ceremonies. yearly
ing
There is an air of to
but the majority consisting of journal
applicants since July 1st. It is very
Fe territory, served to reduce Grande officials say they are not fu prosperity about the
Santa
ists and photographers whose official its
Pueblo, though probable that a second edition will Fever
Gradually Extending Its Grasp.
gross earnings, and thus struck a the least disturbed by the fact that, a the Santo Domingo Indians
do not have to be
duties bring them hither. These latnumber
of
men
their
New Orleans, Aug. 5. The yellow
track
have
published in the near fu
to
road's
blow
double
the
quit,
prosperity.
dress so elaborately nor in their man ture.
ter are keenly desirous of learning
for the reason that they are rapidly
Concerning the bulletin, W. B. fever is gradually extending Its grasp,
what if any news of the conference Its officials, however, are by no means
tier of living display so generally the
clerk of the Probate Court of but as this is the third day in which
with
their
Walton,
see
filling
places
competent
Thf
y
prospergreat
Indians' love of color and picturesque
proceedings will be furnished them discouraged.
Grant County, at Silver City, in a let no new cases have been reported outthorn the coming year, men and will soon have a full comple ness.
ahead
of
ity
The
much
Santa Fe party was
during the progress of the negotia
ter just received by Colonel Frost, sec side of Louisiana, the spread of the
ment of track men again. They assert
to Indian Agent Clinton J
tions. There has been talk that the and from now on earnings are expect
of the bureau, says:
with renewed emphasis that they will indebted
disease to adjoining states is believed
advancement.
considerable
show
ed
to
strictest secrecy will be maintained,
Crandall for hospitable courtesies, for retary
"Will you kindly send me as many to be effectually checked. In New Or
Reports are in circulation that the not treat with the brotherhood in any it was through his aid the party, which
but in this matter, as in all that concern the convenience of the commis- Santa Fe is contemplating an exten capacity. President Wilson, of the reached the Puehlo on Thursday even- copies of the pamphlet. "To the Land leans the situation is admittedly seri
of Sunshine," recently issued by the ous, but by no means hopeless, and
admits that the road is
sioners, they will be asked to decide ion to San Pedro. It may accomplish brotherhood,
ing at 8:30, found comfortable quarfor themselves how far to hold their its object, rot. by the building of any sending out men to take the strikers' ters for the night, Mr. Crandall enter- Bureau of Immigration, as you can the turning over of the fight to the
? To use a hack
federal government has inspired the
conferences from the public and what new track, but through a trackage places, but claims that they are, as a taining many of them in his own com- conveniently spare
facilities shall be given to the news- agreement witn the San Pedro, Los rule, incompetent. He says the ordi- fortable terts adjoining the Pueblo. neyed, but a very true expression in local health authorities with renewed
pamphlet in question courage and determination.
Up to 1
paper men to get the news of the daily Angeles and Salt Lake road, similar to nary laborer cannot do track work Those not thus provided occupied a this instance, thewant.'
fills
o'clock today there had been 11 new
a
felt
'a
and
of
the
busi
road
which
the
San
Pedro
under
long
that
properly,
knowledge
sessions. Among the newspaper men
in
vil
idobe
the
rented
heart of the
"I am constantly receiving inquiries cases and six deaths in he city.
already on the field are representa- now uses tne Santa Fe tracks between ness cannot be acquired except by lage, and had the- novel experience of
relative to the land laws applicable to President's Action Gives General Sat
long service. He predicts that in a an
tives not only of the press associations Daggett and Colton.
early morning view of an awakenisfaction.
his Territory, as also to the public
month the road will lose most of these
and leading newspapers of the United
Indian village on the morning of
ing
an- new
and
men
the
fact.
are
from
float
that,
the
domain,
New
pamphlet
States and Canada, but representathey
Orleans,
Aug. 5. The an
IMPLICATED.
SERVIAN
SECOND
IS
ers and naturally irresponsible. Ac an important fiesta. Through Mr. wers all of the questions usually nouncement through the Associated
tives also of many of the leading jourthe
Crandall
members
also many
of
asked in such interrogatories compre- - Press in today's papers that President
to reports received at his
nals of European countries and 'of
were piloted aright in "mixing"
Pueblo Police Arrest Another Man on cording
all party
Roosevelt had acted with his usual
last
ensively and in detail.
night
practically
headquarters
of Indian habits and a propSuspicion of Helping in Wreck of
"I certainly congratulate you upon promptness on the request of Govern
of the union men have obeyed the Inspection
The people of Portsmouth and the
Fe
Train.
Santa
avoidance of those errors that are his latest effort."
or Blanchard to have the Marine Hosstrike order, except on the first divis er
adjacent villages of Kittory, Maine,
so natural for the "tenderfoot" in even
Denion
of
where the navy yard is, and New Casthe
between
pital service take charge of the yel
road,
namely
5. Mone Bogdonovich,
so brief a sojourn as one day among
low fever situation here, has created
tle New Hampshire, near which the a Pueblo, Aug.
ver
There
Pueblo.
and
about
here
and
been
arrested
Servian, has
the Indians on their own hearth.
TAFT RECEIVES WARM WELCOME.
of the men have struck.
general satisfaction, though in some
plenipotentiaries will have quartersat is being held with Stephen Dellc,
of
the
ceremonies
The
there was a dissent from thc-began
the Hotel Wentworth, are on edge in
day
men
the
are
quarters
President
Wilson
stays
with complicity in wrecking
charged
of
Gov
Residents
DoManila
Give
Former
in
mass
old
with
the
Santo
of
actlon
comspecial
yesterday's meeting on the
anticipation of the arrival of the
the Santa Fe flyer near Emporia, Kan conducting themselves in an orderly
ernor General a Demonstration
law
new
The
Louisiana ought not surchurch.
that
missioners.
marriage
mingo
Plans for their reception sas, on May 11.
ground
will
manner
confident
is
he
there
and
Delic was placed in
of
Their
and confess
to
of
the
Regard.
are practically complete.
her
render
prevent
sovereignty
operated
Territory
even
the sweat box Thursday and told a be no lawlessness on their part,
to handle the situation.
The program provides that the plenher
the usual wholesale marrying that has
inability
the
should
be
strike
his
travels
protracted.
of
befuddled
rather
story
is, however, that
ipotentiaries shall land at the navy since the wreck occurred. During the Northern Pacific Officials Feel No Ef been formerly a marked feature of the
Manila, Aug. 5. Manila's welcome The opinion generally
was so
ot
Louisiana
outside
confidence
fee
services.
fiesta
The.
yard upon their arrival Monday morn- cotirse of the examination he stated
preliminary
to Secretary Taft and party exceeded
fect of Strike.
au
local
health
in
on
lacking
apthe Mayflower and Dolphin and that he came here with Bogdonovich.
ing
all similar demonstrations in the past, completely
New York, Aug. 5. At the offices of of $1.00 is now required of each
thorities that, unless the interposition
of
the
go immediately to the office of Rear The
in
for
advance
offor
in
plicant
marriage
American
to
this
either
Spanish
police accordingly located the lat t;he Northern Pacific Railway
Admiral Mead, commandant
of the ter last
and while the Santo Do- - icials. Governor General Wright's ad of the government was asked, there
and placed him under city advices from the general passen
night
of
no
be
could
exception
to
size
yard, officially
pay their respects. arrest.
dress of welcome at the government a
ger agent in St. Paul were received mingoans are prosperous and the
of
the severe
relaxation
The arrival of the two missions will
a
in
not
of
itself
would
fee
the
prove
of
Amer
house expressed the feelings
When searched, a timebook shoeing today, as follows: "Passenger trains
until the coming of frost.
be marked by the firing of an" ambassathat he had worked on the section are being operated practically on time. deterrent to matrimony, the new re- icans and natives at the return of the quarantine
is believed that, the powit
Moreover,
dor's salute for each mission. The
at Emporia in May was found. Do not feel any effect of the strike. quirement seems to have made the former governor general, and the ar ers,
efficiency and resources
discipline,
Marine 'Guard will render the pre- gang
caua
more
little
two
The police believe that they have
Can assure you of good service over prospective grooms
rival of Miss Alice Roosevelt. Secre of the government are necessary to
scribed salutes, and will escort the of the
tious.
men who were implicated in the entire line.'"
tary Taft was moved with emotion handle the fever itself which is still
party from the navy yard through the the wreck, and the railway officials
All Day.
Dance
Continues
while replying for himself and party strongly intrenched in the down town
town of Portsmouth to their quarters are
to gain more informataking
steps
and
almost broke down. The scene sections of the city.
at the Wentworth, a distance of about tion from the
The removal of the patron saint
CLAIMS NEW YORK PARK.
imprisoned men.
Saturday afternoon The railroad situation has somefive miles. As the navy yard is on the
from the church to the central plaza was Impressive.
the
was
devoted
party to sight-seby
what improved. Rapidio and Chalas- Maine side of the Plscataqua
Heirs of Late Andrew Hartsfield Are of the Pueblo took place about noon
River, SANTA FE MAY CHANGE
will
be devoted to sieu, the' parishes which threatened to
Tomorrow
ing.
the Governor of New Hampshire will
Land
of
Valuable
160
beat
the
of
and
amid
Acres
the
After
firing
guns
LINE FROM GALVESTON.
and on Monday there will be a prevent the passage of any trains
in Gotham.
probably receive the plenipotentiaries
ing of drums. Following this the "De rest,
nonular welcome, including a across tneir borders, have made con
grand
in Portsmouth and formally welcome
light Men" made their appearance on
Chicago, Aug. 5. It is now stated
cessions. It is thought that the South
parade.
them to the state. He will at the
Cow
5.
T.
New
and
in
the
dances
Joseph
York, Aug.
grotesque
plaza
ern Pacific and the Texas Pacific will
same time extend to them an invita- that the route of the proposed through an, ol Dallas, Texas, nas arrived in chanting their supposedly
line from Galveston to the
be able to move passengers and some
tion to be the guests of the state on Santa Fe
lines. But a few moments after
MURDERED ON THE TRAIN.
If New York for the purpose of putting
Pacific coast has been changed.
freight
during the day. At La Fayette
a trip across the New Hampshire the
in'
some
time
a
claim
made
motion
ago
the first group of bedecked braves and
builds the line at all, the
Pacific has lost some of
Southern
he
mountains on the conclusion of the ne- new company
Andrew
of
the late
squaws took up the refrain or the Marion Warner Is Shot and Instantly its men as the result of fake dispatch
track will be laid from Weather- - by several heirs
to valuable weird "Corn Dance," and from that
gotiations.
Killed on a Chicago and
ford, Texas, to Texico, a distance of Hartsfield for a pursel
es that people were dying by the score
Hundreds of People on Watch at
Jt is ueeiaieu uy uiese hour until sunset there was no inter250 miles, instead of from San Angelo, real estate.
Alton Special.
New Orleans. Assistant Division
in
t
a
trac
owned
Oyster Bay.
mission in the ceremonies going on in
Texas, to Rincon, New Mexico, as orig- parsels that Hartsfield
Scarlett resigned and,
Superintendent.
Oyster Bay, Aug. 5. In anticipation inally planned. Texico is the eastern of 1G0 acres lying west of Fifth Ave the plaza. There were two relays or
Louislana, Mo., Aug. 5. This morn with eight or ten operators and dis
nue and between 25th and 125Ui groups of dancers, each provided with
of the arrival of the peace envoys, terminus of the new. Belen cut-oftook passage for Texas.
ing while a Chicago & Alton special
Oyster Bay assumed early today an which is now under construction. The Streets, part of which is now Central its own staff bearer, drummer and train was crossing the Mississippi patchers,
Taken to Hoffman
Seamen
Two
activity that has not been apparent distance from Galveston to the Pacific Park. Mr. Cowan apraises the estatj choir. In the first there were ninety- - River bridge, Marion Warner, of Se- Island.
since the naval review off this harbor coast will be fully as short by way of at over a billion dollars and claims five dancers and a choir of about twenty-fiNew York, Aug. 5. Two members
cor, Illinois, a passenger on the train,
two years ago. Hardly had daylight Belen as it would be by way of Rin it was leased by the original owner, ve;
in the second there were sixty- - was shot and instantly killed by an of the crew of the steamer El Paso
"
years.
(Hartsfield) for ninety-ninappeared when teams with parlies con.
.
five dancers and about an equal num unknown man. Warner was asleep from New Orleans were removed from
were observed coming in from surber in the choir. This shows that when the man woke him up and their ship today at quarantine because
rounding towns, and yachtsmen along KANSAS OIL IS SAID
YOUTHFUL ROBBERS ARRESTED.
there were over 200 participants in asked if he had a gun. On receiving of high temperatures. They were tak
the shores boarded their boats early
TO HAVE WORKED WELL.
this, one of, if not the most interesting a negative reply, the man shot War- en to Hoffman Island for observation,
Topeka, Kans., Aug. 5. The oil Two Boys in Knee Pants Loot a Resi and sensational Indian dances in the ner through the temple. He aftertoday and began preparations for taking out friends or parties. A heavy burning locomotive which was used
dence in New York City and Are
Territory. The costuming of the dan wards emptied his revolver in the car, CELEBRATE BRITISH DAY
mist hung over the bay, but this disap- by the Santa Fe in the test of Kansas
Police.
cers
is strikingly a display of original slightly wounding one woman in the
Caught By
AT PROVIDENCE, R. I.
peared under the bright sun, and the oil reached Topeka yesterday and is
methods. The men are clad in paint arm. A boilermaker from Jacksonville
now
in
Fe
him
the
knocked
Santa
harbor was soon filled with yachts and
yards. It will
New York, Aug. 5. Two boys, in and feathers, wearing the beads and went after the man and
Providence, Aug. 5. The past and
pleasure craft of all descriptions. On be deadheaded back to Texas today. knickerbockers, aged 12 and 14 years. ornaments of the tribe, while the senseless with his fist. The man was
subjects of Great Britain, who
shore every available point of vantage The oil test has been thorough in ev- - attempted yesterday to loot a house women in neat black, simple robes, very drunk and refused to tell his present
in
this
live
vicinity, were out in force
All
was occupied early and as noon ap- ery respect.
Street. They reaching to the knees and bound name when turn(l over to the
grades of oil offered in West Eighty-Fourtoccasion
the
being the celebratoday,
proached hundreds of persons were on have been used, and the locomotive forced an entrance but were seen by around the waist with girdles of col
tion of British Day at Crescent Park.
has
been
used
for
both
and
passenger
the watch for the vessels bearing the
passersby, who informed the police. ors. On tneir neans tney wore a curiThe feature of the day was the presfreight service. "We have tried the The boys were arrested as they were
peace envoys.
ence of the Duke of Cornwall's own
ously formed ornament tipped with CORONER'S JURY DECLARES
oil in only one engine," said General
valued at feathers.
The dance begins with a APODACA'S DEATH ACCIDENTAL. (43d Canadian) regiment, which came
Japanese Peace Envoys Leave New Manager Hurley, "and it works very leaving the house with loot were
sumS1.000. When their parents
York.
to the altar of the patron
here from Ottawa to attend the celewell. It is as good, - believe, as Textheir procession
and all day long there is a
New York, Aug. 5. Baron Kamura as oil, but not as good as the Califor- moned they were astounded at
Aug. 5. After hear- bration. The visiting regiment receivColo.,
saint,
Trinidad,
exploits. Both families are comfort- stream of worshipers who leave their ing nearly a dozen witnesses and ed an ovation.
and Minister Takahira, the two Japan- nia product."
ably well off.
ese peace envoys, together with their
gifts at the feet of their saint. In evo- spending all day on the case, the corolutions,, songs and incantations the ner's jury which inquired into the DENVER PREPARING FOR
suites, embarked for Oyster Bay early THREE OKLAHOMA COUNTIES
dances are complicated, interesting death of Jose Apodaca at Aguilar, renINNOCENT PERSONS WOUNOED.
today for their official presentation to
GRAND ARMY ENCAMPMENT.
CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY.
the President and their introduction
and sometimes lifted to thrilling in- dered a verdict last evening that death
5. The
Ok.,
Lawton,
fourth
Aug.
by him to Sergius Witte and Baron
Police Open Fire on Baggage Car tensity. The "Delight Men" hover was due to accident. Apodaca was
Denver, Colo., Aug. 5. It is now
anniversary of the opening of the
Rosen, the Russian peace envoys.
around the lines of dancing men and found unconscious by the roadside and
Robbers at Chicago and Hit Three
a month until the National Enjust
Kiowa, Caddo and Comanche counties,
to
was
have
M. Witte and Baron Rosen proceedto
beaten
to
been
supposed
women and add a grotesque feature
People.
Unimplicated
of the Grand Army of the
campment
which
was
falls
tomorrow,
Mexcelebrated
ed to Oyster Bay on the U. S. cruis-'e- r
the movements. The Santo Domingo death. The verdict releases four
in this city. The
begins
Republic
here
an
on
elaborate
conscale.
in
were
held
who
ican
laborers
today
while
the
and
Chattanooga,
Japanese
Chicago ,111., Aug. 5. Four police Indians are not only industrious
the matter in
committees
having
from
Thousands
all
visitors
of
of
death.
with
nection
went
the
on
U.
S. cruiser
parts
the
envoys
men last night sent a fusilade of shots prosperous fanners, but they are peoare making preparations to
charge
the three counties gathered and took
after two robbers who had stolen ple who maintain much of the old
take care of all persons and an enpart in an interesting programme of goods valued at $2,500 from a bag- vigor
President Roosevelt Introduces the speech-makinof the aborigines. Despite the
thusiastic welcome will be accorded
athletic contests and gage car
in the yards at hot sun that beat down upon the open ored pictures of Indian life that can them.
Envoys.
standing
other outdoor festivities. The city Wst Kivtoonth Strewt ThA thieves
In the west.
Oyster Bar, Aug. 5. The represenplaza all afternoon, the dances went be found anywhere
The crowds in attendance were SILVER CITY WILL
with their bootv uninterruptedly on, one group relievtatives of Japan and Russia, who have was handsomely decorated in honor of c.SPnwd in a
but three innocent persons were seri- - ing the other at intervals of about large, but the courtesy and hospitality
come to this country to enter into a uie occasion.
HAVE ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
conference looking to the negotiation
lously wounded by stray shots.
thirty minutes, though sometimes the of the Santo Domingoans were fully
of a peace treaty, were formally Intro- I ask you to drink in silence, standing.
perform- equal to an the demands upon them.
At Its regular meeting on Wednesseemingly exhaustion-proo- f
duced to each other today by Presi- I drink to the welfare and prosperity
ers danced on for an hour. The theme, There were no untoward incidents to day of this week the city council of
SPEND MONLY
8
dent Roosevelt on board the May- or tne sovereigns ana me people of
Silver City granted a fifty year franON CARD... 4 AS HOSTELRY. songs and evolutions of the dance are mar the pleasure of the day, and by
flower. "When both the vice command- the two great nations wnose represen
all part of an intercessory and descrip- o'clock at night most of the guests had chise to George T. Schmelzel and his
ers had been received and formally tatives nave met one anotner on this I Trinidad. Aur. 5. Several thou- tive prayer for prosperous and favor- deserted the plaza and the moon over associates for electric lighting purquiet- poses in that city. The franchise represented to each other, they were en- ship. It is my most earnest hope and band dollars will be expended by the ing weather conditions and a history the peaceful valley looked down "fiest-ians,"
tertained at luncheon on the May prayer, in the interest of not only Santa Fe Railway in enlarging the of the planting and development of the ly upon the tired, but happy
quires that work be commenced on
as the made ready for the the installation of the plant within 90
flower. At luncheon, President Roose these two great powers, but of all famous Cardenas Hotel here. The corn crop. It is weird, spectacular,
velt proposed the following toast: mankind, that Just and lasting peace house will be extended and Improved indicative of primitive a.d tribal pe- - usual "feast" that follows the stren- days of Its granting and that the plant
must be In operation within six
"Gentlemen, I propose a toast to which may speedily be concluded between I and the grounds surrounding It will be culiarities, and presents, as a whole, uous events of "Corn Day."
I
I
' one of the most startling and varl-col- months.
CHARLES M. BREOGS
there will be no answer and to which them.''
beautified.
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, Aagtfst 5, J 905.
expenditures amounted to $3 73,- augmented as soon as accommodations
being far iu the lead, for them can be had and the law will
with an expenditure of $55,000. San allow. Under a new statute, no boy
Miguel being second, with $33,000, ;uul under fourteen years of age will here
c:i::ves. with $32,000. third, bauta Fo after be accepted as cadet. This will
with $7,574. lid materially in the successful con
County is twenty-first- ,
lie comparison between Hie amounts duct of the institution and will give it
more of a military character than it
xpeuded for the schools ami com is
he has heretofore had. it will also enis verv instructive, ami noi 10
rreitii of counties like Santa Fe. F or ible Colonel Willson to place the sub
of jects of learning and the studies at
interest, on bonded indebtedness
the school upon a more advanced
ounties and school districts $140.0i
than has been possible heretoon
bounties
for
was paid out;
scalps plane
An examination of the books
fore.
if wild animals $18,000; tor the i
and vouchers of the institute, which
of public highways, $2 7,- was
nroveiiieiit.
cheerfully granted by the board of
nun;
for repairs to public building ;s
established the fact that it
regents,
$31,000. Remittances to the terriito- has been conducted with remarkable
to
rial treasurer amounted
$517,000;
economy but without stinginess and
the commissions of county treasure--too much paring down and in a very
were $til,0oo, and of county assessors honest, business-likand efficient man28,00o. For the maintenance of mu ner. During the last few years new
nicipalities $133,000 was expended; for buildings have been added and others
The buildings so
county records, $3,44o; tor are contemplated.
miscellaneous
$8i,00l far erected during the few years it
expenditures
The only defalcation during the year has been in actual existence and operwas reported in Santa Fe County ation are handsome, commodious and
whic'i amounted to $12,105.54, and ha modern, and admirably adapted for
nearly all been refunded by the bonds the purpose of a military school. The
men.
graduates so far turned out have provas en themselves young men of superior
Statement No. 4 compares
a
sesstnent returns for 1004, which hav educational attainments, of as good
of
the
as
facilities
education
been previously treated by the Nev military
allow and honorable,
Mexican and which demonstrate fot the school would
and gentlemanly
courageous
moral,
assessmen
in
cibly the inequality
young men. The people of this Termethods in different parts.
ritory are naturally proud of several
The concluding statement is of the of their educational institutions which
thirieen banks organized under th they support in a great measure by
laws of the Territory, ot' which t!ire
heir own taxes. Among these and
were established during last year. N among the very first is the military
liquidation oc institute at Roswtdl. The location ot
t'ail.ire or voluntary
curred. The deposits in these bank the institution geographically is adthe surplu mirable from a climatic and health
amounted to $2,200,969;
the capital standpoint. The only drawback is that
and protiis to $0G,3S1;
stock to $410,555; the loans and dts so far ii is not as easily reached from
counts to $1,(329,544; real estate and central New Mexico as it should be.
fixtires to $63,804; the total resources This will bo obviated within the next
and liabilities being each $2,737,900.71 ten months with the completion of the
of New Mexico now
Every figure in this valuable report Eastern Railway
could be made the subject of an edito in course of construction, and which
will enable cadets to reach
rial, for each figure throws light upon completion
and cheaply from the
Roswell
quickly
the finances aud financial methods
and northern poreac'i county. All in all, the financial southern, central
This is the
of
tions
this
Territory.
of
tin
subdivisions
conditions of the
can
advanced
be
drawback
that
only
Territory and of the Territory itself and this will ne done away with surely
are hiirhlv satisfactory aud a matter
1, 1906.
The institution from
by
for coiigraiulation.especialiy when it is its July foundation in 1897 has been
very
remembered that it is only since Gov
fortunate indeed in its regents.
ornor Otero became the executive tha very
the past eight years especially,
During
to
New Alexico finances have begun
under the Republican administration,
improve and that previous to that time they have been selected with the great
they were in a deplorable and chaotic est or care, and rank among the best,
condition. The improvement of the progressive, respected and influential
to the citizens of
past two years is especially due
southeastern New Mexico.
wor.t of Traveling Auditor Safford, al- At this time the names are: E. A.
though other oilicials, as much as lay
banker, Roswell; W. M. Reed,
in their power, have contributed to engineer of the U. S.' Reclamation
the result.
Service, Roswell; Nathan Jaffa, bank-
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .25
Daily, per week. I y carrier
1.00
Daily, per month, by carrier
75
mail
month,
by
per
Daily,
7.50
mail
one
Daily,
yar, by
4.00
Daily, six months, by mail
2.00
mall
by
three
months,
Daily,
2.00
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter
25
Veklv. Der month

The New Mexican Is the oldest
newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent
to every postofllce in the Territory,
ind has a large and growing circula
tion among the Intelligent and pro
gressive people of the Southwest.

THE FINANCES OF NEW MEXICO
COUNTIES.
The New JUexican has been favored
with a report made by Traveling Auditor Charles V. SalTord to Governor
the financial
Al. A. Otero regarding
status of the Territory, its counties,
tax collections and assessments. Never before have these matters been
presented so graphically and forcibly.
'1
raveling Auditor hal'ford has a genius
for financial statistics that is proving
of Kreat value to the Territory. The
report, shews that on January 1, 1U01,
there was in he treasuries of the dif
ferent counties the great sum ot
$COS,4S0.0S, to which was added during
the year $l,l78,2(i7.:!. The disburse
ments were $l,Si::,!H9.12, which left a
balance at the beginning of this year
of $o 12. S:! t.oj. San Aliguel County
led willi receipts during the year ot
$194!t. Then came Bernalillo with
$lS,47o; Chaves, $12S,ui;:!; Colfax,
103. 7o'.i; Socorro, $77,ii.N9; Santa Fe.
173,580; Dona Ana. $73,032 ; Eddy
;
Union. $07,841: Guadalupe,
Valencia, $C2,233; Otero. $,GM;
Luna, $5.;.9IO; Quay, $,2.432; Lincoln,
$47,113: Alora, $11,713; AlcKinley, $11,-!'"- ;
Sierra, $4o,Stil; Rio Arriba, $.12,-..San Juan $JC,,77u; Taos, $22,t;34;
Sh llie..il, $ J . 1J
Roosevelt, $10,S7.".
'A'lnie i'uu Miguel Cuunty leads in
.
It
;
leads in
ivc.'.pi-.tttr.-slvin-- i peni last year $2r2.2sr..
ir aimosL JI..IHH more man its income, reducing the amount in its
treasury from $!il,uin to jL'S.oint. Jn
round numuers, tiie annua! expenJi-ture- s
of each county .vere: San Mi
guel. JJiCouo: Chaves, $130,001; Col
fax, $lj:;,ontt; Giait $lo9,000; Socor
ro, $m.niHi; Santa re, $S4.00; Eddy,
$CS,-K0-

!

e

;

i

.

,..

$;s.oimi;

lil)e

'

Dona

.Ana. $C5,000;

Guada- -

';.!eneia. $S.oih): Otero,
$."i7.0imi; Qu;iy. .:,;. ("in; Lincoln, $G.v
.... etui: Luna. $.13 mm; Mora, $11,000;
Siena. $:::. Clio. i;io Arriba, $35,000;
AlcKinley, $:. J '.mi; San Juan, $30,000;
Trios, $.'l,ooii; Sandoval, $21,000.
Grant County had the largest surplus in it s treasury at, the beginning
of this year, $4!l,o00. Then came
Colfax with $14,000 and Valencia with
San Aliguel had $30,000;
$12,000.
I'nion $3S,i.mh: Eddy $30,000; Dona
Ana, $31. ooo; Bernalillo, $28,000; Socorro, $23,000; Otero, $20,000; Lincoln,
$10,000; Luna, $17,oo0; Mora, $17,000;
Taos, $17,000; Chaves, $17,000; Sierra,
Rio Arriba, $10,000;
$10,000;
Santa
Fe, $15.0011; Guadalupe, $15,000; Quay,
$!.noo; Sandoval, $7,000; San Juan
$5,01)0; and Roosevelt, $3,000.
The report shows tin; various
sources of receipts of each county and
indicates that the collection of taxes
yider the assessment laws has attained a much higher average than it
did before the creation of the office of
traveling auditor, although there are
still astounding differences in the collections of different counties. Reference is made to the Tact that the rev
enue from the collection of poll tax
and fines is remarkably small in most
of the counties. The totci income from
liquor and gaming licenses was $1G2,- ;
000; from merchandise licenses
from poll tax $12,000, counties
like Rio Arriba not having a cent to
their credit from this source; while
Santa Fe County collected only
On the other hand, Socorro
$210.55.
County had a revenue of $1,871.59
from that source, while Bernalillo
showed poll tax collections of only
From fines, a revenue of
$21.60.
was derived, a number of counties showing no revenue from that
source, while rih counties like Bernalillo show only $76.50, in contrast
with the county of Dona Ana, which
had $1,279.60 collected from that
source. The Pullman Car Company
tax amounted to $88.55; court income
$2,441.30; miscellaneous receipts, $59,-07taxes of 1904 to $562,000; of 1903
to $670,000; 1902 to $326,000, and of
1901 and prior years to $43,000.
A third statement of the report
shows the classification of disbursements by counties. Salaries of county
officials except the per centages oi
collectors and assessors and fees of
sheriffs, but including other running
expensss amounted to $228,000, Guadalupe County leading with $21,000,
while Santa Fe County is ninth with
For court expenses $118,000;
$9,000.
was expended. For the public schools
$.".:i.

:

$20,-000-

A. P

morn'nB,
When the early beam of
ream.
Speeding over eWs nd
With its golden tutth ?TrtlmFrom the misty
"ttfJluSc
and jiatf
Half
1 can see a baby s head.
covers
snowy
Just above thecradle-bed.
Of a little
Still In slumberland. my fromy m-emiles
Counties, magic
the happy visions
What are all slumber-eyecan SMT
s
That your
fancies
What are all the fairy
bead.
little
that
Tripping through
snowy covers
Just above the cradle-beOf our baby's
covers,
Little head abovethethemorning
glow,
by
Time" ind tide may swing between us
now.
ebb
and
summers
As the
plans may enter
Waking dreams and
head.
To disturb that littlecovers
the snowy
Just above
cradle-beOf our baby's
the covers.
Little head above
come and pass,
Though the seasonsfade
and vanish
And vour childhood
the grass.
from
sunbeam
Like a
All the years shall I remember
That reposing baby head.
Just above the snowy covers
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er, Roswell; W. Al. Atkinson,
raiser, Roswell; W. A. Finlay, merNo better qualified
chant, Carlsbad.
or more honorable citizens could have
been selected to be members of the
hoard. To them in a great measure is
due the fact that the institute has
been able to maintain such a large
faculty and do as well from a financial
standpoint us it did, especially with
the limited appropriations during me
past five years from the Territory, s
yet one might say the usefulness of
the institute has but begun. As New
Mexico grows in population, in wealth,
in progress, the institution will grow
with it. It is an educational institution of the people and for the people,
The boys and young men who attend
it are neither of the families of the
very rich or of the very poor. They
are from the sturdy middle classes,
who, in all ages and under all conditions and especially today, constitute
the bone and sinew, the brain and the
best blood of the nation; the sons of
those who have to work for a living,
in newspaper offices, at the bench, at
the bar, in the counting room, in the
field, as engineers, as miners, as stock
growers, as farmers, as mechan
ics, as merchants, on railroads, in
electric work, in fact, the sons of the
men who near the heat and burden of
the day in the conduct and advance
ment of this country and of the good
and moral women who are the wive.
of these men and the mothers of these
boys. Tins condition is very notewor
thy and hence its mention here, and is
one of the leading factors in favor of
the institution and the highest reconi
mendation that can ne given it.
It Is rather a peculiar commentary
upon mining methods in the southwest
and the blindness of capital, that 'iao
County, which is undoubtedly one of
the richest mineralized sections in the
west, does not have a single producing
mine. There are fortunes locked up
in the ground of the various mineral
districts, fortunes especially in copper
and gold, which with ample capital
and the right, kind of management
ought to make more than one prospec
tor and investor rich in due time.

and mexican

Wares aqd Curios

The Qlaire Hotel
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Prop.

Pearson

The most conveniently loccted arid only
and steamheated
in the city. Electric lights, baths and tsniiary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
ibroughout. Everything up to date. First-claconnected. Fine Sample Boom for Commercial Men.
fire-pro- of

Hotel

ss

$100 Rewaid, $100

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure in
Halls
all its stages and that is Catarrh
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment. Hull s catarrn
('urn la tnknn Internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system, thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, aud giving tne patient sirenm
bv buildine uo the constitution and assisting
nature iu doing its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in its curative powers
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for list of
testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY Jt CO., Tolepo U,
,
Sold by all Druggists, 7!ie.
Take Hall s Faini.v Pills for constipation.
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ETjnOPEiLIT

Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in

Po-ita- l

Building corner Plaza and San Francisco Street.
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HOTEL

AM VAUGHN, Prop.

A

One oi me Best Hotels in the West!
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
JIeacico
Santa IST'e, 1ST

,
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Papers

Daily
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THE NEW MEXICO MILITARY IN
STITUTE AT ROSWELL.
the
In another page of this issue
New Mexican publishes an article descrintive of the New Mexico Military
Institute located at Roswell. it was
written by a special correspondent
who made a careful inspection ol the
conditions of the institute aud of the
system of education pursued there. It
that
is a fact beyond contradiction,
this institute is one of the best of its
kind in the entire country and indeed
is beaten only by the military academy
at West Point and oy the naval acad
emy at Annapolis. It is truly a territorial school, as under the law the
twelve members of the council and the
members of the House of
twenty-lou- r
Representatives of each biennial as
sembly have the privileges to name one
cadet during their terms of service,
which means thai, there are thirty-siboys hailing from the different coun
ties at this school as cadets as a
nucleus. During the last four years,
especially under the superinteudency
of Colonel J. V. Willson, the institute
has advanced with rapid strides and
has assumed the position it occupies
today, namely, iu the very front ranks
of educational institutions conducted
upon a military basis.
The members of the faculty under
Colonel Willson have been selected
solely with a view to their fitness,
ability and experience for the several
positions which they occupy. They
rank very high as men, as citizens and
as educators, they are of superior ability and fitness and ihis in connection
with Colonel Willson's remarkable executive ability, and peculiar fitness
for the position of superintendent, is
t lie
mainstay upon which the very
gratifying success the school has
heretofore attained is based. Unfortunately the number of cadets is limited to 12t). This cannot at. the present, time be remedied and will not be
unless more liberal appropriations for
buildings and facilities are made by
the territorial assembly. This will be
bettered in due course of time and certainly within the coining two years.
shall
Whenever the accommodations
be sufficient for 240 boys, New Alexico
will have a military school which win
compare with the very best in the
country and in all probability be at
their head, with the exception of West
Point and Annapolis.
The work heretofore achieved by
the institute, considering the very limited apropriations and the comparatively speaking short time of its existence, has been remarkable for its
success and a source of great gratification to the people of the Territory
who have good cause to be truly very
As
proud of this military institute.
years roll on and as facilities are increased and with greater experience
and knowledge of the character of the
boys and young men who hail from
New Alexico and the southwest, who
constitute nineteen twentieths of the
cadets, the usefulness and the benefits
of the institute will Increase to a still
greater degree. As it is, it is truly a
New Mexico school and as the population of this Territory is increasing
steadily, and the good work and great
success of the military institute Increases yearly and becomes better
known, the number of cadets will be

San Francisco Street.

Blankets, Baskets, Rafl, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn
Work, Opals, Turquoises, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
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gpiegelberg.
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Warning to Mothers.
Too much care cannot be used wU
small children during the hot weath
er of the summer months to guard
against bowel troubles. As a rule
it is only uecessary to give a child a
dose of castor oil .to correct any dis
order of the bowels. Do not use any
substitute, but give the
castor oil, and see that it is fresh, as
rancid oil nauseates and has a ten
dency to gripe. If this does aot
check the bowels give Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
and then a dose of castor oil, and the
disease may be checked in its incipl-encThe
and all danger avoided.
castor oil aud this remedy should be
procured at once and kept ready for
Instant use as soon as the first indication of any bowel trouble appears
This is the most successful treatment
known and may be relied upon with
implicit confidence even in cases ot
cholera infantum. For sale by all
stock druggists.

1

$U5,-1S5-

1

Little Head Above Cover.

ooo. Bernalillo

.

VISITORS AND STRANGERS
If you are a visitor or stranger in
the city and desire some place to
spend your leisure hours where you
will not get lonesome and where you
will receive the most cordial welcome, drop Into "The Club." All the
popular games and best brands of 11
quors and cigars.

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS .IND CANDY
JACOB WELTMER .
FIRST

TrJE

JJATlDfJAL

BAJtfiy

OF SANTA FE.

the Market Equal to
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy.
This fact is well known to drug
gists everywhere, and nine out of ten
will give their customers this prepara
tion when the best is asked for.
Mr. Obe Witmer, a prominent drug
gist of Joplin, Mo., in a circular to his
customers, says: "There is nothing
on the market in the way of patent
medicine which equals Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
for bowel complaints. We sell and
recommend
this preparation." For
sale by all druggists.
Nothing on

The Oldest banking Institution in New Mexico. Established In 1870.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
HENRY L. WALDO, VI' President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.
Capital (150,000.

Transacts a general banking business In all Its branches.
Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks in all markets for
its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of monoy to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or year's term.
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons In the banking line, and
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as Is con- sistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety Da- posit boxes for rent. The patro nage of tha publlo Is respectfully so- liclted.
money-transmittin- g

c

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

S

An Invitation is extended to any
white merchant outside of New York
City, or his representative, whose
name appears in Bradstreet s or
Dunn's Commercial Agency Book, to
accept the hospitality of our Hotel for
three days without charge. Usual
rates, apartment with private bath, $J
per day and up, without meals. Parlor, bedroom and private bath, $35 per
week and up, with meals for two. New
York merchants and editors are re
quested to call the attention of theli
out of town buyers and subscribers to
this advertisement.

Surplus and Undivided Profits $55,000.

5
Y

J

&
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GALLATIN HOTEL,
70 W. 46th St.. New York City

They Appeal to Our Sympathies.
The bilious and dyspeptic are con- sympathies. There is not one ot
them, however, who may not be
brought back to health and happiness
by the use of Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver Tablets. These tablets In
vigorate the stomach and liver and
the digestion. They also
strengtnen
Statistics or no statistics, the com
bowels. For sale by all
the
regulate
crop of the great West promises to be
a
this year, and the druggists.
wheat crop in the
THE LEGISLATIVE MANUAL.
states will not be far behind. This
The
Legislative Manual for 1905, ot
may be President Roosevelt's
good Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
luck; be that as it may, it means many
official compendium of value to
and many a dollar to the farming com- and
business man and officer and ot
every
munities between the Mississippi Rivto
interest
citizen, 304 pages.
er and the Pacific Ocean, and prosper Price $1.50. every
Address the New Mexiity in general to the country.
can Printing Company. Santa Fe.

.liilliM
MANY writing machines break down
their youth, but Remingtons
have tough constitutions and, no matter how hard the work they do, they
are sure to reach a hale and vigorous
old age.

record-breake- r

wheat-growin- g

New and commodious passenger de
are
pots with modern conveniences
greatly needed in Santa Fe- and at
This matter Is reLamy Junction.
spectfully but earnestly called to the
attention of the Santa Fe Railway
System managers.
Sick headache results from a dis
ordered condition of the stomach
and is quickly cured by Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. For sale
by all druggists.

subscribe for the New Mexican and
get all the latest and best new.
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NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.. Dealers

Chasa Wagner Futmtxxtz Co.
I

Dealer In

Furniture.

Had

SAFES AND SCALES
n,ND SWE MONEY

Household

Queens ware, Outtlerr
StoTei and Banges.
Goods

of All

Easy Payments-

Kinds

Tinware
Bold oo

-

Buy and Sell all kinds of Second EandGooot

PARCELLS SAFE CO.
216 California

St,

Saa Fraacisce, Ca1.

1

Chaa. Wmgum UtMMd

Residence 'Phone No. z.

Telephone No. xo.

Saa Francisco 8treet.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, August 5, J 905.

NEW MEXICO
HAPPENINGS
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for

rheumatism, cuts, sprains,

ANTISEPTIC that stops

J

Irritation,

and drives out Pain.

imation a free

subdues

Inflam-

-

the Pores, loosens the Fibrous Tissues,
circulation of the Blood, giving the Muscles natural

W. S. Bailey, P. O. True, Texas, writes : "My
htfn nil ffprtner five vears with paralysis m
her arm, when I was persuaded to use Ballard s
Snow Liniment, which effected a complete cure. I
have also used it for old 6ores, frost bites and skm
eruptions. It does the work."
wrif a hail

ON

LINIMENT

ONCE TRIED, ALWAYS USED
SUBSTITUTES

EARTH
ALL

REFUSE

25c, 50c and $1.00

THREE SIZES:

LINIMENT CO.
BALLARD SNOW
at t
(
m

I

A

sr

SOLO AND RECOMMENDED BY
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

DENVER& RETURN

$16.90

Via

ANNUAL MEETING, GRAND AERIE, FRATERNAL ORDER OF EAGLES, ANNUAL
MEETING AMERICAN OSTEOPATHIC
ASOCIATION, August 12th and 13,
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT GRAND ARMY
OFJHE REPUBLIC. August 30th to Sept 4.
For further particulars c?ll on any agent of the Santa Fe.
A. J. BISHOP, Acting Agent
W. J. BLACK, G. P. A,
Santa Fe, N.
Kans.
Topeka,

0J0 CAUEJJTE HOT SPRINGS.
these waters has been thoroughly test
ed by the miraculous cures attested tc
in the following diseases: Paralysl
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Coasumptloa
M.laHa. Brlzht's Disease of the KJa

These Celebrated Hot Sprints are
located la the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellers, tw
of Santa
north
miles
of Taos, ana tfty
miles
from
twelve
Fe, and about
Station, on the Denver aad Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the Springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, ,000 feet Climate
very Jry and delightful the year
round. Thre Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These raters contain
1.688.24 grains of alkaline ealts to the
Hot
gallon, being the richest alkaline
Brings in the world. The efficacy of
nty-2v- e

neys. Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec
tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, an
Comnlalnts. etc., etc. Boara
lodging and bathing I2.M per day, U
ner week: 160 Der month. Stage meeu
Denver trains and waits for Samla Fs
train unon reouest This resort Is at
tractive at all seasons, aad is open al)
winter. Passengers for OJo Callentt
can leave Santa Fe at I a. m.. anc
reach OJo Callente at 4 : . m, the sains
day. Fare for round trip from Hants
Fe to Ojo Callente. $7.40. For Mrtb

Bar-anc- a

rm.l

particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
OJo

Proprietor
N.

Callente. Taos County,
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UNVOTES

EXCURSIOKSo
To Louisville. Kentucky. Denver, Colorado Springs,

and Pueblo, Colorado. Chicago. Saint Louis. Memphis.
Kansas City, all points North and East.
EL PASQf ORTHEASTERJ. and
ISLAND SYSTEMS.

HOq

LIBERAL RETURN LIMIT

Fastest

Schedules-Fine-

Equipment

st

DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE

Dining Cars All the

Way-Sh-

ort

Line East.

Genl. Pass. Apt. E.

P.--

E. System.
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OF MARRIAGE

.1

The first is the most crucial time.
If fur the first time the greatest
event in your married lives is about
to occur, how expectant, how wrapt
up in it you find yourselves.
You try to overlook, but in vain,
that element of uncertainty and danger that you have been led to expect
from the experience of those mothers
and fathers who have struggled
through this ordeal in ignorance of

The 47th Year Begins Sept. 4, 1905.
BROTHER BOTULPH, President.

Mother's Friend
what it is. and what it does
If at this time every expectant man
and wife might know of this greatest
of boons, devised for the express
purpose of alleviating and dispelling
the suffering and consequent danger
of child uirih, how quickly would all
doutit and worry be dissipated.
Mother's Friend is an invaluable
liniment for external massage, through
whose potent agency countless mothers have been enabled to experience
the joy of parturition for the first
time without danger to themselves or
their off spring.
BRAOFIELD REGULATOR CO.,

Atlanta,

Texas

Pacific Railway

&

Om.

MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
The new marriage license law requires probate clerks to post three
copies of the new law in consplcuou
The New
places In each precinct.
Mexican has printed the law neatly on
narrf hoard and is now readv to fill or
ders in English or Spanish at fifty
cents for each poster. Probate clerks
should enter their orders immediately
as the law goes into effect on April 14,

tTMSttw

1905.

Buy your goods of advertisers and

tet the best on the market

THE..

PASADENA,
CALIFORNIA.
The most beautiful residence city in
the United States. A plaee to spend a
few weens of your vacation. Only a
few miles to the seashore. Los Angelas
by electric cars.

La Casa Grande tjotel
The Elite Hotel of Pasadena offers
special summer rate 810 per week, transient $2 per day.
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Excvt sion to Atlantic Coast.

We Carry Stock in Santa
Fe and Espanola.
Write for pricen.
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Only $58
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if you buy ticket Santa Fe to Asbury.

For full psrllculsrs apply to

A. J. BISHOP, Acting Agent.
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
Santa Fe, N. M.
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THE GREATEST EPOCH

NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offeree
bv the New Mexican Printing com
Danv: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897. sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 76c; Missouri
Plft&din
forms. 15: Missouri uoce
Pleadlnes. 16: the two for 110; Adapt
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws ol New
MptIco 1899. 1901. and 1903. English
and Spanish phamphlet, $2.2S; fall
leather $3; Sheriffa fiexihieover
Pocket Docket alnrle. 11.25: two or
more books $1 ach; New Mexico Su
preme Court Reports, No. to iu. in
clusive, delivered at publisher pnee,
13.30 Wh; CompUatlo
Corporation
Lavs. 75c: Compilation Mining Laws,
MeXlCO
KA. Umn1. TOms svf N
Revorta. toll sheen $8.50 dtllve'ed.M

I

EL PASO. TEXAS.

t.

LIVERY STABLE LAW.
Accord In to the Williams Livery
Stable Law. passed by the 36th Legislative Assembly and approved by Gov
ernor Otero, every keener of a livery
stable Is reaulred to Dost a copy of the
law In a conspicuous place in his
stable. The law Is for the protection
of llverv stable keepers against dead
beats and persons who damage any
vehicle or Injure any animal hired
from a llverv stable. The New iuexi
can has printed the law nealiy spon
cardboard and Is ready to flu all or
for each poster la Hng
ders at
llsh or In Sparlsh.

For further Information call on or address
V. R. STILES.
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one-hal-

$1-0-
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Santa Fe, New Mexico.

He-sid-

CURED OF PARALYSIS

EST

ST. MICHAEL'S

Albuquerque

WOUNDS, OLD SORES, CORNS,
IONS, CALLS, BRUISES, CONTRACTMUSCLES, LAME BACK, STIFF JOINTS, FROSTED FEET,
BURNS, SCALDS, ETC

AN

Indians Earned $1,241.
Superintendent J. K. Allen of the l'.
3. Indian Industrial School at Albuquerque has received from the American Siiar Company, near Rocky Ford,
Colorado, a check tor $1,241 which represents the amount which the pupils
of his school saved from their earnings
in I he sugar beet fields.
Gallup People Robbed in San Francisco.
Word has been received in Gallup
that Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Page, of
that town, were robbed of their suit
case on the eve of their departure
from San Francisco for Portland.
the clothing the suit case contained two valuable diamond rings.
Will Be Tried in Arizona.
.Math Herman, who has been in the
Bernalillo County jail on the charge
of robbing a Carlisle Indian on a Santa
Fe train the other day, was yesterday
taken to Arizona; as it has been found
that the crime was committed while
the train was still in that territory.
Santa Fe Special Officers T. Whitley
and K. A. llolin escorted the prisoner
from Albuquerque.
Statue of St. Joseph Almost Finished.
The McICinley County Republican,
published at Gallup, says that Father
M. Demurest has about finished a four
f
foot statue of St. Joseph
and
holding the child Jesus in his arms.
The statue when completed will be
placed in the Immaculate Conception
Church at Las Vegas. The statue is
a work of art and the unveiling will be
attended with appropriate ceremonies.
Died on a Santa Fe Train.
Miss Marie Schlagenhauf, of Indiana, died on Santa Fe train No. 2 as
it was pulling into the yards at Gallup this week. She was on her way
home from Los Angeles and had notified the conductor whom to telegraph
to should she die, evidently expecting
that this might happen. The remains
were taken off the train at Gallup and
a brother-in-law- ,
unartes muter, ar
rived Thursday from Indiana and took
them back to the deceased's home.
Natividad Duran died at his home in
Tularosa last Tuesday.
Bridges Being Rapidly Bebuilt.
The work of rebuilding the bridges
across the Penasco and other streams
on the Pecos Valley & Northeastern
line which were washed out last week,
has been going on rapidly all week
and it was expected to have trains
running through, yesterday. The Pecos bridge at the edge of Carlsbad
has been the worst one to repair on
account of the swift current. Passen
gers have been transferred at this
bridge during the week and ferried ov
er the river.
Will Investigate Police Department.
Alderman George Leonard, of the
Albuquerque city council, has stated
that at the next meeting of that body
the police committee will be instructed
to make a thorough investigation ot
the police department of the city in or
der to see if there is any truth in the
reports that the members are in the
habit of extorting money from women.
This action is the result of the agita
tion caused by the disclosures made
at the time of the suicide of Miss
Georgia Zimmerman early in the week.
Screw Worms Appear Among Resi
dents of Isleta.
The deadly screw worm has made
its apearance at Isleta and Jose Lente,
an Indian ot mat village ageu tu
years, is suffering from the trouble.
Owing to his advanced age the physi
clans are afraid that their efforts will
be unavailing and that the patient will
die. The worm has attacked the nose
and throat and is rapidly eating into
the tissues. Similar cases have recent
ly been found in Arizona, and in Okla
homa the worm is quite common, although it generally confines its attacks
to sheep and cattle
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NORTHERN NEW MEXICO FAIR
AND FAIL CARKIVAL

$7,coo ssrass&i--- $7,000
Cow Boy Races. Relay Races. Indian Races. Grand

pectacular

Hippo-

artists especially imported from
drome andr Acrobatic Performances byrlslilv.
.4Un Arxnrl tAnr1.
XL.
vim.. "
lilt? E
Ldl L. Ill IIUII1. Ult nv
race course and speedway of any comn, unity
finest
GallinasPark has the
wn.c. w...
between Kansas City and Los Angeles. I he entertainment
be offered will be high class in every respect, and unique in many parti'
culars
For full information address
---

X

A PLEA8ANT EVENING
Can be spent at "The Club" with
Courteous
associates.
gentlemen
treatment Is accorded to all whether
you spend a cent or not. The bestbrands of clears and refreshments al- SEPTEMBER
way on hand,

-

-

W. A. BUDDECKE, Secretary,

26, 27 AND 28.

LAS VEGAS, NEW KEXICO.
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SOCIAL AND PERSONAL
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds
has been on a short trip to Omaha, is expected to return to the Capi
who

HARRY
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f

y

b

a

tal tomorrow.
District Attorney and Mrs. Frank
W. Clancy, of Albuquerque, visited In
Santa Fe during the week. They re
turned home Wednesday.
Mrs. John Van Ilouten, of Raton, Is
in Denver visiting friends. Mr. Van
Houteu returned yesterday to Raton
from an eastern business trip.
Delegate W. H. Andrews, who Is
east on official business, expects to
Look- leave Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, for
New Mexico at an early date.
is a
John l.andvogt, or St.
late arrival at Sunniount Tent City,
Mr. Landvogt expects to spend
the
summer here for the benefit of his
health.
Miss Catherine Ehrhardt, stenogra
pher in the office of the Santa Fe
central Railway, returned last night
from a lengthy visit to DIooniington
Illinois.
W. S. Hopewell, manager of the
New Mexico Fuel and Iron Company
is in New York City, a guest at the
Hotel Wolcott. He is in Gotham on
railroad business.
A. T. Rogers, Jr., attorney of Las
Vegas, is registered at the Palace. Mr.
Rogers is taking a short vacation from
businesss cares and is spending it in
the Capital City.
Judge John li. McFie, of the First
Judicial District Court, and daughter
.Miss McFie, were in Durango today
and rode to Aztec, the county seat of
San Juan County.
Mrs. Hiram Hartley, wife of the su
perintendent of public instruction, is
in Indianapolis, Indiana,
where she
will remain for several weeks the
guest of relatives.
Judge and Mrs. Frank W. Parker,
who spent the past two weeks at the
Gila Hot Springs in northwestern
Giant County, expect to reach Silver
City during the coming week.
George O. Keck, M. D., formerly
physician at the Indian School in
Fort Shaw, Montana, arrived in the
Duke City Friday to take the position
of physician for the Albuquerque In
(Man School.
Attorney General and Mrs. George
V. Pilchard, who are
attending the
Lewis & Clark Exposition at Portland
Oregon, are expected to arrive in the
Capital City the early part of the
coming
Dr. Charles A. Wheelon, will leave
Saturday next for Denver, in which
city he will attend the National Annual Convention of Osteopaths, which
will he In session there. He will be
absent from this city about a week.
Miss Otero, daughter of Mrs. A. M.
Oergcre, who spent the past month
on the Pecos Forest Reserve, a guest
at the Field Cottage, returned home
She enjoyed her outing
yesterday.
immensely, and is more vivacious than
ever.
Airs. Josephine Du Chemin and little
son, of Denver, who spent ten days
here, contemplate returning to their
home next week. Mrs. Du Chemin
and children and her sister, Miss Fannie White, will spend the coming
summer in the Capital.
J. D. Leahy, clerk of the Fifth Jiirtf-diciDistrict Court with headquarter
at Alamogorrto, and Teritorial District
Attorney Jerry Leahy of Raton, have
been called east by a telegram announcing the illness of their mother,
who is 75 years of age.
Mrs. Henry L. Waldo and daughter,
Miss Helen, of Kansas City, who have
been at the Palace Hotel during the
week, will leave Sunday or Monday,
Mrs. Waldo returning to Kansas City,
while Miss Waldo w..i remain in Las
Vegas for a week or two.
District Court Clerk A. M. Bergere
and daughter, Miss Stella, who are on
a tour of the northern counties on
court business, will leave Durango to
morrow morning for Aztec, the county seat of San Juan County, where
they will be on Monday.
Hon. and Mrs. L. Bradford Prince
and son, William B. Prince, will entertain Monday evening next at their
home, 111 Palace Avenue, in honor of
their guest, Miss Howland, of New
"Grap-holastic- " York City.
Dancing will be the entertainment for the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Otero and
Manuel B. Otero, who have spent the
past year in the City of Mexico, arrived in Santa Fe from the Capital
of the southern republic yesterday.
They are guests at the residence of
their mother, Mrs. A. M. Bergere.
Mrs. Ixniis Ilfeld and three children
of Albuquerque, who spent the past
month in Santa Fe on a visit to relatives, expect to go to Las Vegas during the coming week, where they will
also visit relatives, thence returning
to their home in the Duke City.
Mrs. W. J. Mills, wife of Chief Justice Mills, and daughter, Miss Marta-lin- e
Mills, or Las Vegas, left the
Meadow City Thursday of this week
for Portland, Maine, where they will
join Judge Mills and son Wilson. The
young man was injured some time ago
at target practice and is improving
14
slowly. Mrs. Mills and daughter will

That's a Swell
ing Pair of Shoes You

fflind Telling file Where You

Have on.
RESISTEKED
'

Got Thorn ?

Of course not.

No
I

I

got them at

Salmon's

always buy my shoes then.

I'd like to have a pair about like them,
ftlind telling m? what they cost ?
Of course not. I paid $5 for them.

would have guessed
$6 at least as Hanan & Son shoes
are sold for $6 even in the East.
(Treat Scott!

I

wonder if Salmon
can fit me as well
as he has you ?
I

Certainly, he can
fit anybody, for he
carries a large stock
of all the sizes and
widths. Everybody
likes his shoes.
249-251-25-
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San Francisco

Street
SANTA FE.

N. M.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF

ALBUQUERQUE

Deposits
We

$2,000,000.00.

Pay Interest on Term
Deposits.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED.

QUALITY TALKS
When you paint your roof. Why not use

Paint.
As its name implies it is elastic, therefore not

affected by extremes of heat and cold.
"Grapholastic" Paint is always ready, requires
no mixing or thinning, and docs not settle as
do other paints.
Used on anything Requiring a Strictly Reliable
Paint,

Guranteed for six years.
For Sale bv

M1HMI.S
228 San Francisco

Ireland's

Street

Famous

Ice

Telephone

Cream

Soda,

F(ade

From

Specialty. A Glass of Iced Water

remain in Portland for some time,
while judge Mills will return to Las
Vegas.
William Oliver, accompanied by his
daughter, Miss Ellen, left AlbuquerMiss
que Thursday for Chicago, where for
Ellen will undergo an operation
the restoration of her impaired eyesight. Mr. Oliver is assistant superintendent of the Albuquerque Indian
School.
W. T. McCreight, business manager
of tlie Albuquerque Citizen Publishing
Company, and wife, left the Duke City
Flidav night for Chicago. From there
old
they will visit Mr. McCreight's
and
Kentucky,
ville,
in
home
Shelby
then go to New York City for several
east
days. They will be absent in the
month.
a
about
Mrs. II. B. Piatt, of St. Louis, who
spent the past six weeks here on a
visit to her daughter, Mrs. J. Bernard
Wood, and left tiie city Monday on
her return, reached St. Louis Wednesday evening, having been delayed en
route by a washout on the Rock
Island. She had a pleasant trip and
more than pleasant visit in this city.
Leadingham-Sevie-

Established

A series of mammoth specials in
many departments of our store.
Beginning August , we will sell all summer goods at greatly reduced prices.
WHITE GOODS, LAWNS, DIMITIES, PIQUES, COTTOX
VOILES, SUMMER NOVELTIES, ETC.,
Have been brought down so low that even the poorest of the poor
can be made happy.

A

Men's and Boys' Clothing. Hats and Shoes
(Quality and wear guaranteed.)

Great Bargains in Underwear
Ladies', Men'

at

the

s

!

and Children's Underwear sold here that will

out-

wear any underwear bought elsewhere.

Don't miss this opportunity of extraordinary

to Rev. George F. Sevier, Tuesday, August 22, at 2: SO in the afternoon at the Presbyterian Church in
Hammond, New York. The newly
married couple will be at home to

friends

Special Sale of Ladle.' Waists, Skirts
and Trimmed Hats.
(Stylish and up to date.)

Invitations have been received in
the Capital City by friends of the contracting parlies, to the wedding of
Miss Mary Bertha Leadingham, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Leading-ham- ,

their

1903.

Incorporated

SELIGW BROS CO.
Here's Your Chance!

Nuptials.

r

1856.

value-givin-

SELIGIPN BROS.'

g.

CO.

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods

Presbyterian

Manse, in this city, after October 15.
Miss Leadingham and Mr. Sevier are
well known in Santa Fe. Miss
was principal of the Allison
Mission School during the past year
and Mr. Sevier is pastor of the First
Presbyterian Church.

FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS HOUSE OF THE CITY

n

Lead-ingliai-

From Santo Domingo Dance.
Crandall,
Professor and Mrs. Luther Foster, Mr
and Mrs. A. C. Ireland, Mr. and Mrs
S. G. Cartwright, Mrs. N. B. Laughlin,
Mrs. W. H. Bartlett, Airs. S. Spitz,
Mrs. Hull, Charles AI .Bregg, Miss Ale
Kenzie, Aliss Foster, Allss Lamy, Miss
Greshani, Aliss Overhuls, Aliss Good
son, Susan Weltmer, Ruth Laughlin,
Helen Laughlin, Irene Walz, Dorliska
Crandall and H. Haberlein returned at
1 o'clock
this morning from the Pue
bio of Santo Domingo, where they
yesterday at tended the annual corn
dance of the Indians of that Pueblo
All report a good time, the dance
very interesting and instructive and
the treatment accorded them by the
villagers and the Santa Fo Railway of
the best.

P.

O. Box 210.

Mr. and Mrs. Clinton J.

Major Glassford to

Make

Inspection

Trip in Alaska.
A recent order from the War Department says: "Major William A,
Glassford, signal corps, in charge of
military
telegraph lines, Seattle,
has been ordered, if
Washington,
deemed necessary by him in the in
terests of the public service, to make
during the fiscal year ending June 30,
190(1, one visit from Seattle to Skagway, Alaska, and return to Seattle, on
official business pertaining to the mill
tary telegraph lines In Alaska. Upon
his visit to Valdez, Alajor Glassford
will, if deemed necessary by him, pro
ceed from that place to Seward, Alas
ka, and return to Valdez, from which
place he will proceed to such point in
the Copper River Valley as he may
deem necessary In the performance of
the duty ordered."
Alajor W. A.
Glassford is an officer, who has many
warm friends in this cLy where he
was stationed in charge of military
telegraph lines during the year 18S0

I

INTER BBOGEBY CO.
i
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Staple and Fancy

GR OCERIES

i

Ft est Fftiits & Vegetables
TRY OUR

PUFFED RICH,

SNOW

DRIFT,
BLANC0

F0RCp puSH an(J
EP0, the best Cereals. None better made.

S. E. Corner Plasa, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40

m

I

i
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and 18S1. He is also very well known
iu Las Vegas.
He and Airs. Glass
ford are temporary residents of Seattle. Washington, where the major is
stationed in charge of military tele
graph lines in that section of coun
try and in Alaska.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ireland

at

Entertain

Euchre.
One of the most pleasant social af
fairs of the year was given Monday
night at the home of Air. and Airs. A.
C. Ireland,
Upper Hillside Avenue.
About sixty guests assembled in the
spacious, iirettily decorated and well
ighted rooms of this home and en
joyed an evening of rare pleasure. Six- handed euchre was the feature, eight
tables being used during the evening.
Appropriate refreshments were served
during which the prizes were awarded
and presented.
Airs. Amado Chavez
secured the ladies' prize and Frank
AtcKane the gentlemen's. After re
freshments Aliss AIcFie and Aliss
favored the assemblage with sev
eral vocal selections. The gentlemen
then repaired to the smoking room
and enjoyed their cigars while the ladies engaged in small talk. The wee
sma' hours had by this time arrived
and the guests departed for their
homes with a lasting memory of the
enjoyable evening spent with Air. and
d
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Is Not An Unfocky Number As We
Have Found From Past Experience
In Representing

13
Of the Laigest FIRE INSURANCE
Companies of the United States.

HANNA & SPENCER
THE OLD CURIO STORE t

.

Ireland.

The invited guests were Mrs. Hard- inge, of Grand Junction, Colorado;
Mrs. Amado Chaves, Airs. S. Spitz;
Misses Alassie, Easley, Phelps, AIcKen- zie, Spitz, Iamy, Dibert, Gibson, Good- Continued

Pure

at

all Times,

Just

San Franclioo St.

Indian and Iexican Curios

Is

on Page Seven.

Jersey Cream.

8. CANDELARIO

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

Di-be- rt

Airs.

M

13

There is a great demand for Indian Blankets. We
have 1,000 new ones in stock of the prettiest designs, in all sizes. This is your opportunity to
secure them at low prices. Wool has advanced
in pi ice and naturally the prices of Indian Blankets will increase. We will not raise the price
on this lot or any other lot for the next 30 days.
Our stock

la

the largest

In

the city and we are

adding: goods every day.
We Guarantee satisfaction

or refund your money
&fter you have visited other stores and obtained
IM1
prices, call on us and get our

Egg Phosphate, and Lemonade a
for the Asking

IRELAND'S PHARMACY

(
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AT ROSWELL, CHAVES COUNTY
A

Territorial School Where Boys Are
Trained to Be Strong, Clean,
Intelligent and Honorable Men,
Competent to Command Others
Through Having Learned to Obey.

The tone and the spirit of a school
should weigh more with parents than
the variety and size of the course of
study, or the number of Ph. U.'s, LL.
D.'s or Ph. B.'s that follow the names
of the faculty. Any good school offers
a student more than he can possibly
learn. Hut not every school has the
power to rightly shape character; that
spirit among its student body to fashion character as the faculty attempts
to fashion scholars. In a strictly mill
tary school, where all cadets are re
quired to live In barracks under the
Immediate care of Instructors, where
they are associated together both day
and night, where each student's nature
is studied and thoroughly understood,
that sense of individuality and of in
dividual responsibility is developed far
more readily than in schools of a dif-

ferent class.
In order for a school to build up
moral character more effectually, the
of the student body is
necessary. Public opinion In a school
must be trained to look on drinking,

par..-- ,

These virtues are
things rather of habit than of reason,
and the habit cannot be acquired instantly by means of sermons, but
comes only of painful and careful
training and as a result of rigid discipline.
The authorities of the Institute do
not place a great deal of importance
to mere preaching or reading extracts
from the Bible as a means of effectiveIn school
ly building up character
boys. They devote more time and energy to building up a high moral tone
throughout the school, than to preaching or compulsory attendance at prayers. It is a
fact that In all
schools of any size, the student body
hold the balance of power. Realizing
this fact. It is the policy of the Institute to control all matters pertaining
to the moral tone through its corps of
cadets. By securin" the
of a few of the leading cadets, the student body can, without knowing It, be
made to enforce moral laws that all
will cheerfully obey.
ly

well-know-

instructors devote their entire time
and attention to the cadets; their
hearts are in the work of makin
manly boys. Their aim is to encou
rage every good Impulse, every gener
ous and manly motive. They do m
spend much time worrying about erad
icating the bad. With a wholesome
normal boy under proper environ
ments, the good should develop so raj)
idly, so vigorously, that the other side
is given no opportunity for develop
ment. They give the good a chance
and do not worry about the bad.
Is Not a Reform School.
I lie
institute, however, retuses to
take boys into the school who an
known to be bad boys. It Is not being
conducted as a reform school, but a
character building school. Neither do
they retain boys in the Institute who
are found to he immoral, or who are
not willing to obey the rules of the
school. All boys are expected to dis
obey the rules to some extent, and
now and then, to be subject to disci
pline, but If he takes his medicine like
a man all will be well. Here impartial
justice, tempered with mercy, applies
the remedy for broken law, and pun
ishment is entirely withdrawn
when
the boy's stubborn will yields a cheer
ful obedience.
There are many schools and col
leges where boys will find teachers of
flreek and Latin, Spanish and English,
mathematics and chemistry, and all
other branches of a college course,
who are just as capable as the instructors of the Institute; there are
schools where parents may send their
boys to enjoy greater luxury of living
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GROUNDS

OF THE NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

enjoyed. Although the Institute has
large and well equipped gymnasium,
it is rarely used, for cadets do riot en
joy indoor work, and It does not do
hem near as much good as the openAir drills and Held sports, in other to
cations the gymnasium is an absolute
necessity on account of the great
amount of inclement weather;
here
the sun shines every day during the
year. While the weather is always
clear, and the sun shines in all of its
glory throughout the entire day, almost every day in the year, the weat li
a

omach ache and excess of appetites,
he has but. few ailments to attend to.
The Institute maintains a hospital and
employs a trained nurse by the year,
who makes her home in the hospital
mid 1n cases of sickness, which are
rare, the cadet is cared for as he
would be at home.
Perfect Natural Drainaqe.
The Institute, being situated
on
high ground, the natural drainage is
as nearly perfect as possible, and th'n
school has an entire independent, sanitary water and sewer system. The
st

AT

ROSWELL.

tiun before entering, and In case of

ob-

jectionable disease or deformity they
are rejected.

Well Lighted and Well
Ventilated Buildings.
The buildings, which are eight in
number, are substantial structures and
so arranged about
the large, level
campus, that the whole presents the
general appearance of an army post.
The campus is dotted with hundreds of
shade trees, and the greater portion
covered with Bermuda, white clover

Substantial,

vszs
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SNAP SHOTS ON THE GROUNDS.
on moral uncleanliness, on idleness,
on gambling, on all sorts and kinds of
dissipation, as the people in general
look on lying, stealing, an 1 cowardice.
Pedagogues are perceiving more and
more clearly that ninety-nin- e
persons
fall in life for want of moral strength
to one that fails for want of intellectual strength, and, therefore, that education, If It Is to give a student power
and help him .to lead a worthy and
useful life, must train his will, as well
as his memory and understanding,
must set before him moral Ideals and
teach him In a practical way to live up
to them.
It Is Character Which Counts.
Perceiving this truth, the New Mexico Military Institute is exerting every
effort, and embracing every occasion
to impress on the minds of Its cadets
the necessity of character. Mental
culture, alone, does not round out the
student and prepare him for the great
game of life, any more than for the
games of the athletic field. It is character that tells; grit, simplicity, loyalty, honesty, boldness, temperance,
especial- manliness and

Room for An But tho Boy uf
Honor.
In a military school the sneak, the
coward, the liar, is an outcast. He is
not only frowned upon by the officers,
but he Is detested and avoided by the
cadets. He soon finds the life unbearable and either makes an effort towards becoming an honorable, manly
cadet, or he is routed out of the school.
A tradition cannot be created in a day,
but It can be created within the course
of a few years, and this has been one
of the chief objects of the New Mexicc
Military Institute from the day that
its doors were first opened to students
seven years ago. The chief end of this
school Is to develop a boy mentally,
morally and physically. To make a
strong, clean, intelligent, manly man.
one competent to command
others
through having first learned to obey.
The New Mexico Military Institute
is unique among the schools of the
Southwest, in that all of Its instructors live in the buildings with the cadets, assist them in preparing their
work at night, and take part In their
sports on the athletic field. All of the
No
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THE TRACK TEAM.

than they will find at this school;
there are Military academies
where
graduates are as perfect in military
tactics, but it is a fact, that nowhere
can boys go and find teachers and
officers more earnestly and unselfishly
interested in them personally and in
their individual success, both at school
and in after life, than they will find at
the New Mexico Military Institute.
The Location Is Absolutely Ideal.

er

is cool and bracing, invigorating
and pleasant for field work. The health
record of the New Mexico Military Institute surpasses all others, and during the past seven years there has
not been a serious case of sickness
among the cadets. A surgeon is regularly employed to look after the sick,
but aside from the usual cases of

j

water is supplied from artesian wells
which gush from a depth of 300 feet
and are entirely exempt from surface
infection. Every precaution is taken!
to keep the cadets in perfect health.)
However, delicate students are not
solicited the Institute is by no means
All applicants are rea sanatorium.
quired to stand a physical examina- -

and bluegrass. Some of the buildings
are covered with trailing vines and
flower beds are In abundance. Plants
and flowers are an Inspiration to better things; about the grounds of an
educational Institution they are Indispensable.
(Continued on Page Six

When It conies to a question of location, the Institute bows to none; every
school of the United States must salute the New Mexico Military Institute, which towers high above the
most of its competitors and ranks as
the Generalissimo of them all. The location is ideal. Situated on a fertile
mesa overlooking the beautiful town
of Roswell. in the greatest artesian
valley in the world, are the campus
and buildings of the only strictly military school in t he West. The elevation is .1,700 feet above sea level, the
very best altitude obtainable; the ait
Is always dry and pure: there are not
on an average five days in each session when outdoor sporis cannot be
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NEW MEXICO

row with owls and rattlesnakes. He
points out Simpson's rest, and recites
the attack made on Simpson and his
I
family by the Comanches. He points
9
out at Trinidad the first adobe houses
from here he is a busy
I and Mexicans;
stories become a
man, and his
reality to him and he in turn begins
to believe them himself.
Here in old Santa Fe, where the ancient vies with the modern, the, tourists discover a new world. Old San
Miguel Church often becomes two
thousand years old instead of three
hundred; at other times it was built
The old sexby Montezuma himse.f.
for
who
regaled the
many
years
ton,
tourists with the history of San Mig
uel, is dead peace be to his asnes
but if St. Peter should be in need of
an adviser, one to extol the merits of
the heavenlv, all who knew the old
sexton would know where to look for
him. The old palace, historical as it
is, becomes more so. The tourists wonder at the story that Ben Hur once
lived here, and are shown the identical
room occupied by this historical character; the tourist is mystified, but
credulous, and takes it all In, making
notes from time to time as he travels
on the heels of his guide. The Plaza
and its monuments, narrow San Francisco Street, and Old Fort Marcy are
all points of interest and worth seeing,
and the cotton foot gets more notes,
traction for the tourist, and the new more information. He is taken to the
ness of the old appeals so suddenly to historical rooms in the Old Palace,
him or her that immediately. If of a where he is confronted with evidences
literary turn of mind, our tourist, sets of Spanish occupation and Indian lore.
vilto writing an article, which interests
The Pueblos from the near-bthe reader if it does not instruct him. lages that are daily seen on the streets
The instruction, however, is on a pa" of Old Santa Fe are the object of atwith much thaL we get from foreign traction; they wear blankets and the
hinds and people; we believe it to be women have that peculiar dress, the
true, which amounts to about the same white buckskin boots being unlike
thing. No sucker ever swallowed a those of any other tribe. The kodak
bait so greedily as these lender feet is brought to bear on these natives,
lake in the stories told (hem of the who at once enter an object Ion, which
west. They want the sensational, anu only a coin wia remove. The curio
they get it. It reminds' me of my boy- dealer of Santa Fe is of a higher order
in the
hood days, when the preacher from than to be found anywhere
the vantage of the pulpit thundered west; he has been here so long that
forth his sermon mingled with fire he himself is an object of curiosity;
and brimstone; the people wanted just he knows the history of the American
ambition.
thai sort of preaching, and they got it. Indian, his art. religion,
The tourist wan Is the sensational and skill: where he came from and where he gels it: nor is he wise enough to he is going. He can give you the histflt'V of the west from the time or trie
iroiu 'ie
uennvniM
ie n
dealers,
j
the
curio
The hac drivers,
pa..V Spanish Cononestedores to tno
the hotel clerks, and till who come in present, and strange to say, he is orten
contact with the tourist, know, just right. He will take delight in showing
make a special
what sort of fool he is thirsting for his wares, and will
rind deal ii out in unstinted doses. The price to you. but you must net men-ioIn justice to
il to our friends.
easterner is treated to some strange
stories of the Kooky Mountain cowboy, the curio craft it should he said, howthe cruelty of the ever, that prices at Santa Fe are lower
'taring hold-ups- ,
a
bloody Apache, the cunning tricks of than on the main line, and again
wisdom of belter and more genuine curio may be
the wily Navaho, and-th- e
the plodding Pueblo. The fact is. hail here than elsewhere.
The sightseer is driven out to the
these tourists sometimes known as
)
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"Their purpose in the world is to up
lift.
"They do good by being."
The buildings are thoroughly furnished, lighted by electricity and
heated by steam. The officers make
frequent inspections, both night and

(

i ;

'

day. and see thai the cadets keep theii
quarters thoroughly ventilated, in a
climate like that of Kossvell, where
the air is always light and dry, one can
enjov sleeping in the open the year
round, but to sleep in a room with the
windows wide open afford ihe same
4
results. The nights are always cool
and one needs a cover, even in
but they are never fuggy and
rarely damp enough 10 form a dew.
Military System a Means to an End.
The New Mexico Military Institute
THE CADET BAND.
is distinctly military in every respect,
and one of the most efUcieiu porioas
have
of the school organization is its mil- In Baseball the Cadets Are Far Ahead. However, some good records
and are as
the
cadets,
made
been
by
itary system. However, this system is
Baseball, the great American game,
follows:
not an end; it is a means. Hy this
is
the principal sport, and the cadets
of
hour
seconds.
rigid military system every
dash, 10
themselves on the
the day is systematized, every duty. have so perfected
seconds.
22
dash,
no
secondary
h S Mil aloilC.I: diamond that, probably,
Hi n'riKlr .111,1 IllslV
dash. 52 seconds.
in
country could
time It enables the cadet to .! a school team For the
seconds.
hurdles, 15
three
the
last
years
amount of work; ir enables feat them.
21) seconds.
hurdles,
made an effort to
Clinton J.
him to take regular exorcise, to eiM".vjike cadets have
inches..
High jump, 5 feet 2
with the schools
hours of recreation, and form hah- range match games

I

xh

WORKING THE

100-yar- d

y

COTTON FOOT

:1

440-yar-

120-yar- d

j

ar-hi- s

220-yar-

Crandall's Interesting

Article in Indian School
Journal.

EAGER FOR SENSATION

raw

Loves Wierd Stories and Fancy Talis
-- A Boon to the Curio Dealers on
the Santa Fe Route.

t

Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
of the I'nited States Indian Industrial
School In this city contributed the following very readable sketch on "The
Cotton Foot" tourist to the July issue
of the Indian School .Journal, a monthly published at the Tniled States In
dian School at Chilocco. Oklahoma, m
the interest of Indian education:
The Cotton Foot.
It is known that much has been written of the West, its beauties, its people, and their peculiarities, and nearly

4

THE

j

n

INVINCIBLE BASEBALL TEAM.

its of regularity which prove of value and colleges of New Mexico: they
even went so far as to guarantee all
to him in after life.

The discipline is rigid, but. no mo-- o
exacting than is well for immature
minds and bodies. The erect carriage,
the habit of obedience, punctuality
quar- and neatness, both of person uid
.
.......
in tne euucauon
tots are
of a boy.
The cadets are organized .nto a battalion of three companies and a bd'i l.
The companies are commanded by
cadet captains and the battalion !s un
der command of the conmnn'.rint of!
on ovnerienred miiiiarv officer,
The cadets are thoroughly drilled in
s
all branches of infantry
Athletics at the Institute.
The question of athletics is ven-

4

expenses to the visiting team, but the

other schools always had engagements

and were too busy to play. The reason
that baseball appeals so strongly to
the cadets is that it is a thoroughly
e
e
i
ihm
cieau
game, um ui nu.i mm mi:, o.,l
Harmonious
tnorougniy
school s training, whicn tney receive
in their daily academic and military
duties. The game is played in quick
time, which is pleasing, not only to the
cadets, but to the people in general in
this hustling country, and more tlia n
all. it affords a contest,
The requirements of the sport de
mand, too, of those who play it. nth
letic ability of a higher quality, aim

flioad jump. IS feet 2 inches.
Standing broad jump, 10 feet 7
inches.
inches.
Pole vault, S feet
shot, 30 feet.
Putting
hammer, 103 feet
Throwing
." inches.
Limited in Quantity, But Not in
Quality.
u'ere it not for the fact that the In- si it uto is limited to 120 cadets, it
would soon outnumber any school of
its class in the West. For the last
three years it has been forced to refuse admission to applicants, and jet
the authorities of the school do very
little advertising. However, the school
not stagnant ; it cannot increase In
quantity, but is steadily and firmly ini1

THE CLASS OF

1907

all has come from the pen of the east- ern writer. The West is annually visIted by tourists without number, so to
speak; they come from anywhere east
of the Mississippi, for those born on
the western slope of the Father of Waters are rightfully known as westerners. The middle west, of which Santa
Fe is the center, has a peculiar at- -

w ft)

d ,

..

o

j

AT THE NEW MEXICO

MILITARY INSTITIUTE.

cotton feet are buncoed from right to(
left from the time they enter the train
at Kansas City and come in contact
with that wise sleek young man who
points out the objects of interest along
the route; he shows the people the
prairie dog towns in western Kansas
and tells them how the dogs dig to
water; how they occupy the same bur- -

Pueblo of Tesuque. where some one
hundred Pueblos live in their primi
tive style; they immediately encircle
the tourist, who is under fire for dimes
and nieklos until he leaves the Pueblo.
But with all this, the wise are n il
s
that
duped, it is only the
over-curiou-

(Continued

on Page Nine)

,

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS.
much simplified for the cadets at the
New Mexico Military Institute by the
excellence of the climate. All trainers
concede the great advantage of outdoor exercise over indoor training, and
there are few days in the year when
the cadets cannot practice any branch
of athletics out in the pure, bracing
air, without danger or discomfort.
A competent trainer is employed by
the Institute and all branches of athletic sports are indulged in and enjoyed by the cadets.

head work of (he brainiest kind. If a
at baseball, he
cadet is successful!
must have plenty of pray matter an i
it must be solid. He must he clear
headed and able to stand the test.
There is no other game played that
mental and
calls for such

The outlook

proving in quality.

the next session

is bright,

for

and from

tlia f,trifi ut It CMima a a thfAllfrh th0
Xew yjn,m Min,ary Institute would
be able to select 12o of the best boys
of the West to march in the rank and
file of its next season"s battalion. The
. . : . i. . i,

.

i..

:
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,-e- .

.

p,-....

v
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physical activity.
A Few Track Records.
Ixgal blanks of every description,
at tennis
The cadets are also go-and
conforming to the laws of New
and track athletics. On account of the
are on hand and for sale by
Mexico,
great Interest In baseball, the training
Mexican Printing Company.
New
the
somewhat
is
for the track
neglected.

EDITORIAL STAFF OF THE "BRONCHO." PUBLISHED

AT THE NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE.

r
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, Atrgust 5, J905.
teams, scrapers, etc., are being assem- bled at Raton for active construction
work on the new road. The town is
doing well, and is increasing in popula- tion right along.
L. C. Yocum, the new agent of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway,
is interesting niniseii very much in
getting freight and passenger business
or tne road, and bringing tourists and
healtliseekers to this city. Mr. Yo-- !
cum lias already done good work in

7

j

COOL SUMMER

FURNISHINGS

that direction.

Charles Closson wishes to state to
patrons of the livery stable that hereafter when runabouts are hired that
only two persons are to be carried.
These runabouts are not made for
more than two people and when more
than this number are taken an extra
charge will be made and any damage
to the vehicle charged to the user.
The forecast for .,ew Mexico for tonight and tomorrow is partly cloudy
with local thunder storms. The maximum temperature in Santa Fe yesterIRON FENCE CHEAPER THAN WOOD
day was 77 degrees at 2:20 o'clock
in the afternoon, the minimum was 57
at 5: 10 o'clock in the morning and the
mean was C7. The relative humidity
was 57 per cent and there was .(12 of
an inch of precipitation. The temper
ature at t octocK tins morning was
CO
degrees.
A huge extra edition of the New
Mexican was pruned today and copies
of it were sent to presidents of many
Tha StewarTKWorks Company
educational institutions, special atten
CINCINNATI, OHIO
tion being called to the illustrated ar
WIios" Ff;iro
tlio Highest A word.
ticle on the New Mexico Military InrM liur, .St. LoiiU,
'i In iiiiiNt
ffiici you chu lmv.
'(.iiiniiiiriil
stitute at Roswell. This is the best
hot-bread- s,
Pri'r !'!- - than reluct it We wiwi
Why
not replace your old mm now wilu u mat.
kind of advertising, and the New
IRON FENOK.
.Mexican gives such to this city, grat
(twr t'tt il"Oirns of Iron Kwtcft,
is" many, many times each year. The
Iron Flower Vut. Ktt4nt
t
New Mexican is the best advertising
i', tiliowu in our tuinlfmu'S,
Low Prices
medium in this Territory and is conwill
surprise you
stantly at work to keep betore the
Price Baking Powder Co.. Chicago.
AND
CALL
people the great climatic and scenic
SEK US
of
the
Capital.
advantages
some of the sidewalks on that thor
The baseball game tomorrow beoughfure. The walk in front of the tween the Las Vegas Blues and the
Church of the Holy Faith gives special
team, to be played on the St.
CITY TOPICS j cause for complaint and so does the local
Michael's College grounds in this
walk in front of the Breeden House, city, promises to be one worth
seeing. SOCIAL AND PERSONAL
"Cleanliness is next, etc., etc."
The Santa Fe team has been materialto ly strengthened and the Blues have
J. E. Lindsey talked footwear
(Continued From Page Four.)
C. E. Bannister, night clerk at the the merchants of the Capital
this some of the best players in the
An excursion from the son, Rickert, Damn, Proebstel, Alonzo,
Palace, is on the sick list.
morning in an endeavor to increase southwest.
wholesale Meadow City will bring over 400 peo- Llojic, Hei'serc, Otero, Young, Johns-Ion- ,
Call up 'Phone No. 9, when you the business of a St.
house for which he is western repre ple who will'support its team and inciDuVal, Sloan,
Schormeyer,
want anything in the livery line.
dentally advertise the northern New Brown, lliislit, McFie, Foster, Walter,
B. II. Brooks, representing a Den- (tentative.
F. D. Lee of Peoria, Illinois, talked Mexico fair. Santa Fe citizens do not McKinley, and Charlotte Walter ; Terver wholesale hardware house, called
on
the subject of "cleanliness next to want the citizens of the Meadow City ritorial Treasurer .J. II. Vaughn, Assisttoday on his trade in Santa Fe.
to t he merchants of the to out, number them at the ball game, ant Secretary M. V. While, Dr. Massie,
Godliness"
F. L. Lowe and wile, of Silver City,
Capital
City
today in the interests of so let everyone turn out and help the Dr. Whcclon, Dr. Jeffries, and Messrs.
were in Santa Fe yesterday afternoon,
locals on to victory.
Farris, Crandall, Williams, McKane,
en route from Denver to their Grant a wholesale soap and washing powder
(irimshaw,
house.
Johnston, DuVal, Newhall,
M.
Garcia
Justice of the Peace Jose
County home.
Ellis, lirodhead, Thomas, Catron, Har
W. S. Walker interested the mill
heard
after(he
testimony
yesterday
The Guild of the Church of the ners and
liisliop, Weltnier, spencer, zook,
dry goods merchants of San noon in the case of the Territory of ney,
.McK nzie, Garrett, Fletcher, Steven
Holy Faith met yesterday afternoon at ta Fe
his
with
and
on
vs.
New Mexico
today,
Francisco Blair
the
samples
the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Baca
lloyle, Andrews, fierce
prices of millinery and dry goods. Mr, charge of burglary. The crime was son, Hawkins,
on Washington Avenue.
Walker represents a St. Louis whole committed last Sunday at the resi- ind L .W. Case.
The Woman's Relief Corps will meet sale house.
dence of F. E. Nuding on the south
in regular session Monday afternoon
Blair plead guilty and was
side.
has
Charles
Closson
the
best
horses
at 3 o'clock at Post Hall. Every memRESTHURflMT.
finest rigs in the city. 'Phone bound over to the next term of the THE GQRONHDO
ber is earnestly requested to attend. and the
No. 9 when you are in need of any- grand jury in the sum of $1,000. The
George Berry, of Denver, represent- thing in this line.
bond not being forthcoming Blair was
Sunday Dinner.
ing a wholesale grocery houso, transremanded to the county jail. This
The
from
on
train
the
Den
north
the
acted business in the Capital
this ver and Rio Grande
ovRailroad this aft morning Justice Garcia, after going
MENU.
morning, leaving this afternoon for ernoon
on time, and er the testimony in the case of the
Embudo
left
Albuquerque.
vs.
Ramon
an
as
Trujillo
reached this
on time. The Territory
Sliced Cucumbers.
Lettuce.
in the burglary committed
Carleton Post, No. 3, Grand Army of strike of the city nearly so
has not accomplice
far,
trackmen,
the Republic, will hold its regular interfered
by Francisco Blair, bound Trujillo ovwith the running er to
ROUP.
the grand jury in the sum of
meeting tonight at 8 o'clock at Post of trains. seriously
Chicken Consumme, a la Royale.
00.
The bond could not be fur
Hall. All members are requested to
John C. Sears, former cashier of nished and Trujillo was remanded to
be present.
ROAST.
the local Santa Fe station, but there jail.
The two months old child of Mr.
C.
K.
Prime
and Juice.
office
same
at
after
the
the
The New Mexican was informed Roast
and Mrs. Augustus Hunter died at Raton holding was in
with Dressing, Apple Sauce.
Pig
the
yestercity
station,
well-to-dthat a family of
the home of its parents on the south
people,
on business and returned north
of husband, wife and two
side yesterday morning and ' was day
ENTRIES.
this morning. Mr. Sears has resigned consisting
buried this morning in Itosario Ceme- to
daughters, has been in this city for
Chicken Fricassee.
accept a position on the new rail three weeks, and would remain pertery.
road now in course of construction
manently, could a residence be bought
VEGETABLES.
Pedestrians on east Palace Avenue from Raton southwest. He states that or
leased by the head of the family.
of considerable material as well as men, The
complain of the dirty condition
Vegetables.
quarters now occupied are un Mashed Potatoes.
Wax Beans.
satisfactory, and he is looking for
y.
Summer Squash.
suitable residence for purchase or for
m
a
mm
u
we lease, if possible. If not successful
39
SSERT.
the family will, in all probability, go
believe in doctors. They believe
Apple Pie.
to some other town in New Mexico, Pumpkin Pie.
in us. We give them the formula
Cream.
Ice
Lemon
Pie
Its members are well pleased with
of our Cherry Pectoral. They Santa Fe and would like to remain
Iced Tea.
Coffee.
This is a situation of affairs that de Tea.
order it for coughs, colds, bron
C. AyerCo.,
J.
mands
Suitable
consideration.
prompt
the
chitis, croup,
grip Lowell, RTaas.
esidences with modem improvements
Sunday Dinner, 25c.
are very scarce, and, in fact, are hard
G. Lupe Herrera, Proprietor.
to find in the Capital. Were there
more of them, more well-to-dfamilies
August G. 1905.
would come to this city, and either
make it their permanent home or remain for years.

We Sell Iron Fence

Greatest Aid to Cookery

With least labor and trouble it makes
biscuit and cake of finest

';1I

"

flavor, light, sweet, appetizing and
assuredly digestible and wholesome.

For the Porch and
Garden.
UR LINE

0'
Ice

of Seasor able

Goods is very omp'ete

such as Refrigerators,

ream Freezers,

Ice Cool

fine new line of Ham-

ers.

Croquet Sets, Etc

mocks,

FRUIT JAR RUBBERS, LLOYD'S
FRUIT JAR TOPS. NEWEST
AND BEST ON MARKET.
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The Washing Machine herewith
shown has no equal on the market.
Try it and be convinced.
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HOB

NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
Only a few more days left to get Raspberries
at prices low enough to Can

and Preserve.

Nome Grown Fresh Fruits now on Market.
Poultry fcvi:ry Wednesday and Friday.

Primrose Butter in Seal Packages.
Phone 26.

q. s.
17
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FOR NEW M'KINLEY
COUNTY COURT HOUSE.

San Francisco St.

plow

pa

New and Second Hand Bicycles, and Bicycle
Sundries,
--

x

Gfffi Repairing, Key Fitting, and all kinds
of machine work promptly

done.

The board of county commissioners
of McKinley County held a meeting at
Gallup this week and took up the matter of the new court house. It is the
intention to build this in the near future and to do so without issuing any
bonds. A five mill levy has been made
for this purpose for next year and it
is thought that three such levies will
be sufficient to raise the amount necessary. The new court house will be
built on the same plan as the one at
Portales, Roosevelt County, but will
be twenty-sifeet longer than that
one. It is more than likely that stone
will be used in the construction, although it may be decided to use the
hollow cement blocks. The county
clerk is now preparing the specifica
tions for the foundation.
If It's worth printing, you will find
it in the New Mexican.

All

ARSDELX

VAJH

Feed Stable

,

Connection.

In

ENTRANCE OPPOSITE P. WUNSCHMANN H CO.'S OFFICE.

P. F. HANLEY
FINE WINES,

LIQUORS

AND

CIGARS.

Imported and Native- "Wines tor Family Use.
Old Crow, McBrayer,
OUR SPECIALTIES
-

Guck-enheim-

J SANTA FE NOVELTY WORKS
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at Exchange 8tabfna

flacks and Baggage

o

No.

Telephone 12.

Office

J. L.

co.

is

Experlemos.

o

wncrry rccionu,

kwl

er

Rye, Taylor and Paxton", Old Jordan and Mono,
gram, Ky , Whiskies.

SAN

Plaza Resiauranr

FRANCISCO

STREET, SANTA

FE

OTTO RETSCH, Prop.

Regular Meals Have Been
Reduced to Twenty-fiv- e

DUDBOW & HONTENIE

Cents.

ajMHeexmsK'

S nort Orders Will be a Spec

ialty at all Hours of the
Day.
The Only Place in th- - City Which
Keeps and Uses Fresh Ranch Eggs.
Fine Homemade Better and Nu
tritions Homemade Bread.

Undertakers and
Eitibalmers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dadrow's Office Building.

The Place to Eat.
Catron Block East Side Plaza.

Sunday

and nlgnta at

Day Telepone 35.

Mr.

I. B.

Hanna.

Rea. 113,

Johnaon

St.

Tel.

142

the New Drinks, and the Latest Sundaes Served From a 20th Century Sanitary
Fountain. Absolute Purity Guaranteed. I invite Inspection
of my Fountain at all times

IRELAOTH'S

PHARMACY

Santa Pe New Mexican, SattfftUy, Aagast 5, J 905.
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Attorney at Law.

i

MAX. FROST,

Santa Fe,

sched-

Attorney at Law,

New U

-

is
The Blsbee base ball team
to.
tomorrow
nomlcrott
co. uled to go to

i

n
The
household remedy
for cuts, burns, bruises, cramps,
diarrhoea and all bowel complaints.
world-know-
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store
Attorneys at Law.
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Offices Griffin Block. $50 by Judge Hmson uu,i,u
SO
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'Phone (6.
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ing liquor to the Indians.
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jinthorities nave ieBENJAMIN M. READ,
man they have been
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Notice for Publication.
Denartment of the Interior. Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., July 19th,

.

T"l

When He Was Young.
Bjohnson "How are you getting on
with your study or French 7
Bjackson "Not very well, I am
afraid. I have been studying now tor
eight months and I can only speak it

a little."

Ptto

4

AND REALTY CO.

Bjohnson "Oh, well, don't be discouraged. Why, it took me eight or
nine years to learn to speak English."

Morion C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

1905.

Notice is hereby given that the foi
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in support of his claim, and that
said proof will be made before the
register or receiver at Santa Fe, N
M.. on August 24. 1905. viz.:
j
Teodoro Vianueva, for the SE
section 11, T 13 N, R 9 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Juan Madril. Juan Ortega. Marcos
Anaya, all of Galisteo, N. M., and Nic- j
M.
olas Tenorlo, of Pal ma, N.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
lowinir-name-

The Silver Wedding.

d

'

Sunshine and guests. A pleasant room
And fair gifts lying here and there;
Much silver ana some goodly books.
With not a tew Drignt nowers, wnere
a place.
Ever flowers could find
A man and woman, middle-ageStood smiling in each other's eyes;
The world and wordly things were far
From them, as on that wedding day
Just Ave and toward
twenty years agone
her his thin
He stretched
hand and touched
And
and
Her pretty pink
dimpled palm.
Then drew it swiftly back, as If
In fear of sharp observant glance.
But no the echo of the world
to and fro had now
That floated new
No curious,
thoughts of them.
He drew near once again and said: soon.
we
must
"Dear wife,
go somewhere
Tls right that we should spend with joy
silver
honeymoon."
last, best,
Register, Our
And she. with happy, rippling, laugh
And moistened eyes, agreed;
'Let's run away.....
this........
very Hl.noon!
ARE YOU GOING TO TAOST
Tl J 1(1... 1. n.
lnD."
I will meet all trains at Serrilletta, Her hand swept outward to their gifts
our honey;
will not be to
N. M.t to carry passengers to Taos on "It
In rt hnlri
.Twill h. . n wrown- a- 'spend
With glad content our harvest moon."
and after July 10, 1905.
Leslie's Weekly.
J. H. DUNN.
d.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.
i
Security.
Lent on
Money
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CALL AND SEE OUR LIST OF
PROPERTIES FOR SALE

Opportunities
103

Palace Avenue.

for Investment
'Phone No.

156.

I

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday. August 5, J 905
tury and introduces the' fourth episode,
the date of which is 998. It graphically depicts the laxity of life into
COTTON FOOT which the monastery at Sherborne, in
common with other monasteries, had
fallen at that time. The monks are
(Continued From Page Six.)
shown drinking and feasting and having a high old time generally.
Upon
are buncoed. Santa Fe is perhaps th this scene enters
Bishop Wulfsy Hi.
most attractive point on the route to and reads an ecclesiastical
riot act to
California, but beinj off the main line them, denouncing them as a "graceless
of the A., T. & S. F., few tourists brood of vipers," reminding them that
comparatively, visit it; they rush on to "life is short and hell is near at
the Grand Canca and really miss
hand," and searing them into a pom
side trip equal to a xisit to Rome, Ven tential mood, in which
they accept
rule of St. Benedict.
ice, or Jerusalem.
Time takes another jump, and Wi!

WORKING THE

GO
"V

tt

LOS ANGELES

IS
SAN FRANCISCO

and

S38.45

return
PORTLAND,

YEAKS OLD

Ham

$48.75.
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO and Return $36.90.
Every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

W. J. BLACK, G. P. A.,
Topcka, Kansas.

(Special Correspondence.)
American visitors to England this
summer had an opportunity of witsomething worth going tar to
routes call on any agent of nessing
see, the commemoration by Sherburne,
one of the quaintest and most picturesque of West Country towns, of its
1200th birthday.
L. C. YOCUM. Agent Instead of feasting, oratory and fireworks, or any of the other varieties of
civic celebration which mushroom
Santa Fe, N. M.
cities have made so wearisomely familiar, Sherborne had a show worthy
of its great age and glorious memories.
It took the form of a spectacular folk
WHITE'S CREAM
play or pageant in which the most

Worms! VERMIFUGE!
Best In Quality.

Host in Quantity.

For 20 Years Has Led all Worm Remedies.
BY AIIi DRVOGrlBTS,
BOXiS
,

Prepared

I

JAMES F. BALLARD, St. LOUIS.

by- -

Draw

&

I

M Ml

I

'Scenic Line of the World."

and Quickest Line to Denver, Pueblo and
Springs, and all Colorado Points.
Shortest
at Denver with All Lines East and
West. Time as Quick and Rates a Low as by
other lines.

Pullman Sleepers, Dining SCars.
Tourist Cars, Chair Cars
On all thr nigh trains.

No tiresome delays at any
station.

For illustrated advertising matter. or information,
address or apply to

S, K. HOOPER, G. P. and T. A.. Denver
A. S. BARNEY. T. P. A.. Santa Fe. IN. AH.

The Santa Fe

the Conqueror, full armed, stern

Picturesque Pageants Dealing with the hand to seize aud a
strong hand to
History of the Place, and Depicted hold."
with Historical Accuracy, a Feature
Then he goes on to declare that
Sherborne is no longer a see, the
of the Proceedings.
church no longer a cathedral, and the

The Santa Fe

The Old Reliable Route

and wrathful, stalks upon the scene
and frightens the monks worse than
Wulfsy did.
'By God's grace," he says, "ye shall
find William the Norman hath a swift

ENGLISH TOWN QUAINTLY CELE
BRATES BIRTHDAY.

$43.45

OREGON

For full particulars regarding rates and

1,200

town no longer the chief city of Wes
sex.
He transfers the bishopric to
Sarum, and departs, attended by his
knights on horseback and followed by
he bishop, whom he compels to
after him afoot to his new bille'.
The next episode shows Ho er of
Caen, the chief minister of He y I.,

Ia

FAST TIME

ELEGANT EQUIPMENT
Ijarvcy Serves the Ideals
--

Call on or address the undersigned for

LOW EXCURSION
W.

J. BLACK, G. P,

RATES EAST

A.

L. C. YOCUM, Agent
Santa Fe. N. M.

Topeka, Kas.

MAXWELL

HAN--

laying the foundations of the castle
whose ruins supplied the stage on
T
which the folk play was performed.
The episode which followed, the sev
LAJfDS UfJDEI IRiyGATIOJ
enth, presents a striking contrast to
those which precede it and is carried
These farming lands with perpe tual water rights are now being ofout in the Dorset dialect. It portrays a
for sale in tracts of forty ac res and upwards. Price of land
fered
and
between
the
dispute
parishioners
with perpetual water rights from $17 to $25 per acre, according to
the monks, which starts in a controlocation. Payments may be made In ten year installments. Alfalfa,
noteworthy events that have taken versy concerting the erection of a font
place in the old gray town were
graitis, fruits of all kinds, and su gar beets grow to perfection.
the parish church and ends with
the firing of the abbey by the parish
It was given in the pen air amid
During the progress of this
the ruins of old Sherborne castle, priest.
scene Robin Hood, Maid Marian, Friar
around which cluster so many memo- Tuck, Little John and their retinue
ju this grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the
ries of the days when Sherborne lived
gold mining districts of Elizabeth town and Bidy, where Important
the strenuous life. No modern stage
mineral discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated
eould provide a setting so well adapted
may be made under the mining regulations of the company,
ground
to the performance.
which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. Government
In the folk play 700 of the townsfolk
laws.
took part The historical accuracy of
Near Raton, N. M., on this gran t, are located the coal mines of the
the costumes provided for them is
Raton Coal and Coke Company, w here employment may be found
vouched for by the best authorities.
at good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that
Sherborne's chief claim to historic
or prospecting can not be successfully done,
farming
renown lies in the fact that it was for
particulars and advertisln g matter apply to
a time the capital of tbe newer Wes-seand the center of the one district
which successfully wtthstood the Dane
while Alfred gatbrd Ms forlorn hope
In the marshes of Athelney for the
fight which made England aud all that
has sinoe come out of it possible.
Three of the eleven "episodes" Into
which the play Is divided were de
voted to this period of its history.
The first of these depicted the found
ing of the town by St. Ealdherm in 70S,
when the inhabitants of the west bad
most of tnsm relapsed in to heathendom. In th midst of a hunting scene
The only Short Order House in the City that keeps open Day and
the sadnt makes his entrance accomNight. Kansas City Meats always on bard.. Everything
panied by some of his disciples. DipOld Sherborne Residence,
Fresh, Neat end Clean,
stream
small
hand
in
his
the
ping
Regular Meals 35 Cents.
which flows by he asks its name sad were introduced and gave a Morris
Lodging 25 Ceats,
on being told that in the an cleat dance. It was danced to the original
G.
NICOLAS
too.
I,UPJ5
time,
HERRERA,
HERRERA, Mgr.
Prop.
the clear
tongue it is called Seir-bar- n
The foundation of the almshouse.
254 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M.
stream and Is a holy place, he raises
sill a flourishing institution in Sher- the standard of Christ there.
i Kl.-- r .1
,
Kir QIm II
anttrA a.n A
"Upon this holy
lug jcai ltai, luiuia mv
dear stream and on this pleasant uucia inof the
eighth episode.
hill," he saysk, "I will build a city and a sibject
The ninth shows the expulsion of
church. From this holy place the
tie monks at the dissolution of the
knowledge of the true God shall
and the
spread throughout the western lands. monastery by King Harry
And it shall be known throughout all stle of the abbey church.
The next illustrates the refoundlng
ages as the place of tbe clear stream, ol the famous Sherborne school and
All Kinds of Building Material.
and unto the end of time its children
tie receipt of its charter from King
shall call It Sherborme."
CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVf
The next episode Introduced tbe Elward VI. ofin 1550.
introduces
The
last
the
episodes
most famous of Sherborne's bishops,
oie of the most heroic and tragic
Ealhsran, known as the fighting bitfh-o-p, figures
of English history, Sir Walter
and King Ethelwulf's best general.
Delivered to any part of the City.
whose association with SherBalelgh,
He it was who won the first complete
not the least of its
accounted
is
borne
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
victory over the Danes at the mouth
It depicts his
We Haul Everything that Is Movable.
of the Parret in 845. He was shown cairns to distinction.
cas-tl
to
the
his
wife,
In the full armor of the period, leading hjmecoming, with
which had been granted him by Phore
Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N It
35 Santa Fe
a charge against the invading Danes to
Sir Walter makes
Elizabeth.
Qieen
of
God
"Tor
After
and
home."
the ory
to
some pretty and gallant speeches
d
a terrific
encounter they
her in such good
are driven back through' the Chapel hit wife, which puts
that she fills his pipe for him
hunor
dead
their
wounded
and
Exit, leaving
Fresh Flowers sll the Time!
r resb Fruits in Season I
ani leaves him to the enjoyment of
on the ground.
which he Is supweed,"
the
"Virginian
The third scene presented the most
first introduced into
famous figure associated ;wlth Sher- posed to have occurs that humorous
Then
En;land.
borne's history, Alfred the Great. A
incdent with which every smoker is
procession enters bearing the dying faniliar. A servant comes in, and
Bthelbald
to
his
last
King
resting
his master is on fire, souses
place at Sherborne. He is met by his imtgining
a
with
him
Ssn Miguel Street, Near tbe Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
Jug of ale.
brother, Ethelbert, and their mother.
concluded with a
Ihe
performance
Is
them
With
Alfred,
Queen Osburga.
Cut Flowers & Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations, Floral
emblematic of the pres-- (
at this time but a lad. Ethelbald em- final tableau
of Sherborne,
and
ent
greatness
past
braces Ethelbert, with whom he had
Designs. Telephone No. 12, P. 0. Box 457.
in vhich all tbe principal figures that
long been at enmity, and expires after
parin
the previous pageants
bestowing a blessing on Alfred. Queen appeared
Osburga leaves Alfred with Bishop ticipated.
Slerborne was symbolized by a
Ealhstan to be educated,
female figure" with long loose
1
"stately
"It is a great glory for the house of
surmounted
by a castellated
hair,
Sherborne and for Sherborne school to
ana Deanng in uer ngni uauu
Can be obtained at the
have him among us," says the warrior crown,
model of Sherborne abbey.
a
Sherprelate. "For his presence lftts
festood
another
On her right hand
borne on high as the chief city of
male figure, typifying her American
CERRILLOS and MONERO
Wessex."
who dropped the final "e"
Brief comment from the chorus fills daughter,
in
she
settled
when
Anthracite and Bituminous Coal at wholesale and ret 11. We want to
from her name
up a gap of considerably over a cen Massachusetts. She wore a diadem of call
your attention to the superior qua llty of our LUMP COA . which Is
on her head; her left hand screened, free from dirt and bone.
, stars
i rested on the arms of the state of MasCORD WOOD, FIRE WOOD AND KINDLING, cut any desired size.
sachusetts, and In her right hand she
All orders will receive prompt and careful attention. Office: Garfield
bore a model of a caravel.
Avenue, near A. T. & S. F. Depot, 'Phone No. 85, Eanta Fe, N. M.

SYSTE.

FARING

COLD MINES.
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The Maxwell Lajvd Grajvt

Co

RATON. NEW MEXICO-

C0R0NAD0
W
CAFE K;EST ATJAISI T

V,

CHARLES WjJHJDROW
--

LUMBER

SASH

- DOORS

CERRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL

Santa Fe Central Railway System,
ISUNSHINE ROUTE,

Connecting with the E. P.
Shortest line out of Sar-tn- ,

via

TORRANCE GATEWAY.'

B. and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific R. R.
or New Mexico, to Chicago, Kansas Citv 01 St Louis
When you i travel take th.

& N.

BEST, SAFEST

THE NEW, LINK

ANDJ

SHORTEST
ROAD
Flue chad oars, elegant
Pullmans and Tourist cars,
cars.
uperh dining
"BEST OS WHEELS."

C E NX

L.

Tickets on sale to Chicago
Kansas City. St. Louis, E
Paso aud all points East.
We also
sell
tickets

TO EUROPE.

'CONNECTING

ALL THE

GREAT RAILWAY SYSTEMS
OP

NEW MEXICO

Via the Cunard Steamship
Line, the Od Dominion
Steamship Company, and
the North German Lloyd
Li 116.

Fast Freight
Special
Line arranged Ave to six
days from Chicago, Kansas
City and St. Louis.

--

hand-to-han-

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden

'

T

CAPITAL COAL YARD

HOTEL

8herteet litis to El Paso, Mexico, and th southwest. The only
routs to California via 8anta Fo Central, El
and
Southern Pacific
Close connections at Torrancs with THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED fast
trains for all points oast and west Service unsurpasssd. Dining, Library
and Pullman Cars of
latest pat tern. Berths reserved by vrir.
first-clas- s

ts

W. H. ANDREWS.

Pres.

&

TRY OUR ROUTE.

S. B. GRIMSHAW,
G. F. & P.

Gen'I Manager.

ALFRED L. GRIMSHAW.
Traveling F. and P. A

qAL

8
..

...

I
Abbey Churoh.

ARRIVALS.

Palace: F. L. Lowe and wife, Silver
City; F. D. Lee, Peoria, 111.; B. H.
Brooks, Denver; A. T. Rogers, Jr., Ls
Vegas; George Berry, Denver; W. S.
Walker, St, Louis.
Claire: B. T. Brunson, Muskogee,
Indian Territory; W. C. Sproat and
wife. Kansas City; Joseph Bath, H.
Bath, Port Arthur, Texas; L. E. Dis-guDenver; M. Frishman, Albuquerque.
Normandie: J. E. Lindsey, Bloom-ingto111.;
Robert Montgomery.
Chama.
Have your stationery printed by the
New Mexican Pristine Company.

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
KOSWKLL.

SKW MKXICO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and 8npported by the Territory.
81X MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern

Col.

New buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comsteam-heateall conveniences.
baths, water-workBOARD
and
XAUNDRT, 1200 per session. Session Is
TUITION,
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWBIX Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above

leges.
plete;

d,

d,

s,

tea-leve-

d.

"

REGENTS Nathan faff.
and E. A. Cahoon
For particulars address

1

W. M Reed, B. S. Hamilton,
COL

J.

W. WILLSON,

J. a

Lea

Sspl

A
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JO

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
No.

250 San Francisco Street.

Grocery Telephone

No. 4.

JHsat Market Telephone No. 49.

UOCEIES, BAlrS, BUTCi(EfS!
CRUETS FREE.
CANNED FISH.
We have a small shipment of Trauda
We have just received a shipment of
half-pin- t
imported canned fish, which are very Brand olive oil, put up in
fancy glass cruets, with glass stoppers
nice for breakfast or lunch.
oval cans Kippered Herring, per which can be used on the table for oil
or vinegar, each 35c.
can, 25c.
25c.
can
in
tomato,
per
Herring
round cans fresh Herring, per
HORS D'OEUVRE.
can 20c.
We have this appetizer, which is a
oval cans Findon Haddocks, per mixture of pickles, anchovies, olives,
can 25c.
terrines. Very
Ib. glass
etc., in
fancy; each 30c.
ORANGE MARMALADE.
Orange marmalade, made in ScotIMPERIAL FLOUR.
land from the Bitter Seville oranges
We advise that you buy our fine
is much used, especially by the Eng- bread
during the summer, but if you
lish, for breakfast. We have it in
are makina: your own bread, do not
jars, each 30c.
fail to buy Imperial Flour, which is
much the best family flour on the mar
ket. It is especially adapted to bread
WATERMELONS.
Texas
making. 50 lbs., $1.75.
of
lot
We have another
fancy
melons, rich, red and juicy.
MEAT MARKET.
Our market is headquarters for parFRESH FRUITS.
We carry everything in the line of ticular buyers of fresh meats. We han
fresh fruit that we can get. We are dle only fancy government inspected
now offering cherries, raspberries, meat, which is shipped us by exprcs
oranges, and which is carefully preserved from
peaches, apricots, bananas,
con lain Iciition after reaching us
plums, etc.
).

NTERESTING

FROM

Our facilities are are equal to any in the west for turn
ing out bread ana cakes: the finest quality of material is
uttii In their nrendrat ion. We aUo emDlov superio' work
men in our bakery department. Orders promPtly filled

H. B. Cartwright & Bto.,
WHOLESALE GfOCEiS
Grain, Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,

Patent Medicine and 'Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN IWAiL ORDERS.

FE,

PEDRO.

N

I

ing.
On Friday,

July 28, two couples
were joined in the bonds of matrimony
the ceremonies being performed in the
Catholic Church at 9 a. m. Adolfo
Xieto and Miss Doloritas Trujillo; Jacobo Baca and Miss Eulalia Gutierrez.
Receptions were held at the homes
of the brides
after the marriages
where a great number of friends from
far and near heartily congratulated
the contracting parties and partook of
the splendid refreshments. Dancing
commenced early in the day and continued until 5 o'clock the next
WORK

IN

earn.
If Yoti Don't Believe It

TVy It

SANTA FE.

The .Junior Endeavor topic for Sun

day afternoon is "Crossing the RivMiss Dorothy Grifer," Josh. '!:
fin is the leader.
It is learned with much regret that
Rev. R. K. Wharton will be unable to
supply the pulpit of the First Presbyterian Church during the absence of
So far as known
now
the pastor.
there will be no preaching services
on Sunday, but Sunday school wilt

PISC

JUST

RECEIVED,

DECORATED
- OHZI3STA. i-

the usual hour and Endeavor
will be held as usual.
John's M. E. Church divine
and sermon will be held at
11 a. m.
The theme that the pastor
has chosen is "Duty and Delight in
the King's Service."
Evening wor- at 7:45; subject of sermon
Ship from the Mountains." The public
invited.
A DENVER FACTORY
Christian Endeavor topic for
IS BUYING RUBBER WEED.
Sabbath evening is "The First Fruits
Colo., Aug. 5. The AmeriDurango,
for God," Lev. 23:9-14- ;
Deut 16:9-12- ,
can Crude Rubber Company, of DenRoy Chrichton will lead the meeting. ver,
today began the purchase of rubber weed in Durango for the producFOOTPADS SERIOUSLY
tion of crude rubber. Two cents a
INJURE A BRAKEMAN, pound is offered.

230 San Francisco Street

The police of Santa Rosa, Guadalupe
County, are on the lookout for four
men who sandbagged Frank Root, a
passenger brakeman on the Rock
Island, at that town last Tuesday. Root
was attacked in the dark while going
to his room from the station, and was
badly beaten. He is now in the hospital at El Paso, and will be unable to
leave his bed for some time. Luckily
he had nothing of value about his
so the footpads secured nothing
for their trouble.
pep-so-

Full Line of
ection.
Watches, Diamonds, Cut
re, No vol t ies.

SPI TZ

CO. "EESSSSZ

k

H. C. Yontz

pelican

JEWELS

have just received
large consign

ment of

FURNITURE

also a good supply of
Which

very

and
am selling

at

prices.

D. S. LDWITZiI.

Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 5 Washouts
on the Colorado & Southern compelled
that road to use cabooses on passen- ger trains going north yesterday. All
extra passenger coacnes had been
used in making up stub trains during
the past lew days.

F.

JJ.

T. W. ROBERTS'

5

0.

K. BARBER

SHOP

s

Three First Class Barbers. 1
High Grade Shoe Shiner.
Largest & Best Tubs in City

j

y
J

HENRY KRICK Sole Agent ForLemp's St. Louis Beer.
-

All Kinds of Soda Water, Bottled California Champagne Cider,

Grape Fruit Champagne, Cherry Fruit Cider.
Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

The-Trad-

e

Montezuma Avenue, Santa' Fe, N. M.

BEBBERE

flllfE

I

Telephone No. 38.

1

HCI CAP1PIUII

General Agents for New Mexico of the
PEIIII

--

jini!

LIFE

pDBBJIGE

of Philadelphia, and

y

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

H0WLAND

Santa Fe,

coi-cerni-

(lass. Leather Goods.

MAN U FA CT U IXG JEWELER.

:

USED CABOOSES INSTEAD
OF PASSENGER COACHES.

Come and 3Inke Your

S

MUM

R

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Cathedral Eighth Sunday aft.r Pen
tecost. Aug. 6, 1905. First mass at 6:0
o'cl.ck a. in. S.cond mass at 9:30 a.
m. , sarm.n In English,
Third mass at
FINE HEW LIKE
10:30 a. in. s.rm.D In Spanish b Most
Rev. Archbishop Peter Bourgade.
At
6:30 p. in. vespers and benadictloo.
Church of th. Holy Faith (Episcopal)
Palace Ave., Rev. W. R. Dv. in charge:
Sunday School at a:t5 a. in. Morn
ing service with sermon and Holy
o'clock. Evening prayer
at 5 o'clock. Public cordially invited.
St. John's M. E. Church, Don Caspar
ave. Kev. J. u. Shively, pastor Sun
SILVER CITY EXCITED
SelSchool at 9:45 a. m. At 11 a. in.
OVER SMALL POX SCARE. day
Divine worship and sermon; Thame.
A
Reports were plentiful in and around
Duty and L. light in the King's Ser
Silver City during the past week
vice." At 7:45 p. m., subject of sermon,
Lessens from the Mountains.''
the large number of small
pox cases in the vicinity of Mtmbres
Sil-ver- wa
and the people of the Grant Counly
MARKET REPORT.
town had become considerably frightened. Dr. S. A. Milliken, the county
MONEY AND METAL.
physician, has allayed their fearn,
however, by an authentic statement
New York, August 5. Money on call,
that only three genuine cases of tlw nominally steady, no loans. Prime m er
dread disease exist at Mimbres and cantile paper 4
i4 per cent. Silver
these are but mild forms.
59.
Mew York, August 5. Lead and copper quiet unchanged.
TO ESTABLISH WHOLESALE
GRAIN.
HOUSE AT TOWN OF EPRIS.
11
The Gross-KellCompany, of las
Chicago, 111., August 5. Close, Wheat
Vi'gas, Is to establish a wholesale Sept. 83K; Dec. 85 Ji
house at the town of Epris, the juncCorn, Sept, 53: Dec. 45 H,'.
Oats. Sept. 27; Dec 27.
tion of Liie Belen cut-of- f
and the Rack
Island in Guadalupe County. O. B.
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
ART PIC rURES AND FRAMING.
and W. B. Earickson, of Las Vegas,
Pork,
Sept. $13,573; Oct. S13.37&.
We make a specialty of
have gone to the new location md
Lard, Sept. $7.47i;Oct. 87.557.57f.
A
l!l.(lj!j'f
Developing, Printing and Enlarging will have charge of the store. Eiris Ribs, Sept. 88.12); Oct 8 20.
Mall Order ilveu Prompt Attention. Send for Catalogue gained Its name by a use of the iniWOOL MARKET.
tial letters of the El Paso-RocJsknd
Mo.. August 5. Wool, Is '
St.
Louis,
&
System.
unchanged.
steady,
Territory and western medium, 28
MACADAMIZED ROAD BEING
15.
26; fine, 13
30; fine medium, 23
BUILT TO FORT WINGATE.
St. Louis, August 5. Spelter higher
This week work has been progress- 85.65.
MANUFACTURER OF
STOCK MARKETS.
ing very favorably on the buildinr of
a macadamized road from Fort Win-gat- e
DEADER IN
New York, August 5, Closing stocks,
Filigree
station on the Santa Fe Railway Atchison, 87; pfd., 103; New York
14 3;
Watches, Clods. Jewelry
in McKinley County, to Fort Wingate. Central,
147;
Pennsylvania,
The government has appropriated Southern Pacific, 65; Union Pacific,
and Hani Fainted China- the sum of $15,000 for the construc- 130; pfd., 97J$; Amalgameted .Copper,
84; U. S. Steel, 35; pfd., 104.
tion of the road.
LIVE STOCK.
Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and Indian (roods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
Kansas City, Mo., August 5. Catlli.
SANTA FE WASHED OUT
40O including
West Side Plaza. Sar ta Fe, N. M.
200 southerns
IN GRANT COUNTY. receipts,
A large body of water coming down strong.
Native steers, 84.25 85.75; southern
the canon at Fierro, Grant County, the
82.75
84.50; southern cows,
I
steers,
latter part of this week, tore away a 82.00
83.50; native cows and heifers,
section of the Santa Fe Railway 82.00
85.25; stockers and feeder;),
a
track between Hanover and Fierro. 82.75 (A 84.40; bulls, 82.25 Ct 83.75;
86.00; western fed steers.
but did no other damage. Train ser calves, 83.50
85.00; western fed cows, 82.00
vice will be cut off from the camp at 83.50
84 00.
Fierro for two weeks.
Sheep receipts none nominally St. ad v.
85.15: lambs, 85 25;
Muttons, 84.15
POSTAL TELEGRAPH OFFICE
85 25;
86.50; range wethers, 84.60
84.50.
DAMAGED AT RATON. fed ewes, 83 75
Chicago, III., Aug. 5 Cattle receipts,
During a heavy storm Tuesday night
the Postal Telegraph office at Raton 300, steady.
Good to prime steers, 85.25 (3 85.90;
was struck by lightning and consider
83.75 (3 85 00; stockers
able damage was done. The operator poor to medium,
84.25; cows, 82.40
feeders, 82.25
RANGES
STOVES
was not hurt but the line was put out and
(cD 84.60; heifers, 82.25 (3 85.00; canners,
of commission for some time.
I
82.40; bulls, 82.40
84.00;
t $1 25
87.00: Texas fed steers,
calves, 83.00
western
13.60
J4.75;
steers, 83 50
CAUGHT A BEAR IN
low
TRAP ON THURSDAY. $4.90.
Sheep receipts 2,000, steady.
S. L. Barker, of Beulah, in the Pe
(iood to choice wethers, 84.60 a $4.85;
cos River Forest Reserve In San Mi- fair
84 50;
to choice mixed, 84.00
guel County, caught a large bear In western sheep, $4.00
$i.75; native
trap near his home on Thursday. lambs, $5.25
$7.40; western lambs,
,
The animal weighed about 300 pounds. $5 50 (3 87 25.
!
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14-1-

meet at
meetings
At St.
worship

INCORPORATED

SANTA

SAN

Special to the New Mexican.
San Pedro, N. M Aug. 5. If every
locality turned out as many people to
attend the Green Corn Dance at Santo
Domingo as San Pedro and Golden do,
for
the Indians would be crowded
room for their festivities on every
fourth of August. They seem to attract the main part of the population
from this vicinity, most of whom are
regular attendants each year.
Mrs. F. C. Buell and Miss
Ruth
Buell arrived Thursday from Boston
where they have been for the past
two years, and have taken up their
residence on the hill above the vilage,
where Mr. Buell has charge of the
mines and plant of the Santa Fe Gold
and Copper Mining Company. They
are delighted to get back to the land
of glorious sunsets and where the
mountains, especially the Sandias, are
a richer, finer blue than the Blue Hills
outside of Boston ever draemed of be

CHURCH

Bread and Cakes.

NOTES

National Surety Company Of
New York.
We also Represent a Strong Line
of Fire Insurance Companies

A- - M- General Managei.

EL.!S'

OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
WE

HAVE

JUST
DECEIVED
The finest and largest assortment of NAVAIIO BLANKETS in
all sizes and exquisite designs. We extend a cordial welcome to all
our patrons and visitors to inspect our new line cf blankets.

SIGN OF THE ORIGINAL CART
Comer San Francisco Street and Burro Alley.

